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S UMMARY

his thesis is dedicated to the question what the effect is of an intensive nature education
course, such as the nature guide course of IVN, on nature-related and sustainable practices.
After a review of the literature dedicated to this subject some questions remain unanswered:
why do people have a sustainable attitude but do not always behave accordingly? Is it true that
nature education and nature connection result in sustainable behaviour only when this happens
in childhood? If people behave more sustainably after nature education and nature experiences,
why and how do they do so? And how do people get more connected to nature after nature education?

T

This thesis addresses these questions by focusing on an intensive nature education course for
adults: the nature guide course of the Institute for Nature Education (IVN). It looks into the
social mechanisms behind a behaviour change after nature education, instead of psychological
mechanisms that have formed the basis of all of the previous literature on this topic. These social
mechanisms are studied from a social practice framework, whereby the nature guide course is
seen as a social practice within a nexus of practices. In order to look at the effect of a nature
education course on behaviour, we conceptualise four chaining and spillover mechanisms, that
can lead an individual from one practice to the next. A chaining mechanism causes an individual
to perform in practice B because he participated in practice A. A spillover mechanism causes
elements of practice B to be altered due to the participation in practice A. Some of these chaining
and spillover mechanisms are related to the social practice theory: a resonance with meanings and
a congruency in competences. Another mechanism is derived from the original theory of positive
spillover: cognitive dissonance, which is integrated here into a social practice framework. Finally,
the interaction ritual chains approach is introduced as a mechanism, whereby a successful ritual
results in group solidarity, morality, symbols and emotional energy which can all cause chaining
or spillover. The combination between interaction ritual chains and the social practice theory results in a more in-depth view of a practice, whereby individual and group motivation also play a role.
In order to gather the data necessary for this research, qualitative interviews were held with
recently graduated (< 6 years ago) students from the nature guide course in different local departments in the Netherlands. Moreover, observations were carried out in three different occasions.
From the interview and observation data, a clear picture of the nature guide course as a social
practice and an interaction ritual is sketched. The meanings in the nature guide course are
illustrated by a general appreciation for nature, a basis for identity and norms and values for
active participation in IVN after the course. The competences include knowledge on specific nature
elements and system knowledge, knowledge on sustainability issues, and didactic skills. Materials,
finally, comprehend the natural surroundings, the indoor learning environment and the course
materials. The nature guide course also proved to be a successful interaction ritual, with group
solidarity, emotional energy and group morality as main outcomes.
The concept ’view of nature’ was also introduced to connect to the previous literature on nature appreciation and connection. The view of nature of interviewees and the effect of the course
on this was evaluated. From this we can conclude that interviewees overall have a view of nature
which is characterised by a strong emotional bond, that confers important identity markers, ini

cludes feelings of comfort and strongly relates humans to nature. These elements, furthermore, are
strengthened by the course. In line with previous literature, we have shown that nature education
indeed intensifies a view of nature. We have also discovered what elements of the nature guide
course have led to this change in view of nature. Respondents reported the causes to be: more
knowledge and the ability to understand the complexity of systems; more knowledge on environmental issues; becoming familiar with the surrounding nature areas; and the group atmosphere.
However, from this social practice framework, we have conceptualised a view of nature as belonging
to the meanings of a practice instead of a person. This has also resulted in a better understanding
of a possible gap between nature connection and sustainable behaviour, as it sees a view of nature
as contextual.
After this, this practice was placed within a nexus of practices, whereby pathways that individuals had taken before and after the nature guide course made clear which practices were
chained to the course and in which practices a spillover occurred. The mechanisms that were previously hypothesised were then evaluated to see which mechanisms led to chaining and spillover. All
mechanisms proved to be viable chaining and spillover mechanisms, although cognitive dissonance
mostly led to a spillover in meanings, but rarely led to actual behaviour change. Moreover, a lot of
nature-related practices were chained to the nature guide course, whereas sustainable behaviour
was mostly the result of spillover. Most of the sustainable concerns and behaviours were related to
one of the elements of the nature guide course, such as appreciation for nature and morality. The
limits to sustainable behaviour that were experienced, on the contrary, referred to elements that
did not feature in the nature guide course. In this line of reasoning, the more elements a practice
has in common with a previous practice, the more likely it is that practices become chained or that
elements spill over. Moreover, the more elements in common, the closer a practice is in a nexus
From this thesis it has also become clear why the IVN nature guide course is so successful: the
practice entails strong meanings which ensure the chaining to other nature education practices,
often within IVN and sometimes even within the nature guide course. It therefore ensures the
continuation of the organisational practices.
In evaluation of this research, some recommendations are made for future research and for
nature education. First, a mixed-methods approach could provide added value. In future research,
moreover, a more integrated framework should be made in which the elements of a social practice
and of an interaction ritual should fit together instead of overlapping each other. Furthermore,
adult nature education also proves to be an interesting subject for research on this topic, whereas
previous research has mostly focused on children. Concerning nature education, if sustainable
behaviour is to be promoted through nature education, linkages should be sought to the elements
of the educational practice. In this way, chaining and spillover are more likely to occur. Finally, a
specific recommendation is made to IVN, namely to reconsider removing sustainability from their
trademark, as the symbolic value has provided a basis for sustainable action among her volunteers.
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1

I NTRODUCTION
"We abuse land because we regard it as a commodity belonging to us. When we see land
as a community to which we belong, we may begin to use it with love and respect"
— (Leopold, 1949, p. viii)

1.1

Problem description

H

istorically, nature protection and sustainability have gone hand in hand, as can be seen in
consistent combination of nature and environmental education in the Netherlands. The
underlying assumption is that natural knowledge, nature experience and sustainable

awareness and behaviour should be addressed simultaneously, as they are interrelated. Of course,
nature protection and sustainability are directly related on an ecological level, since for example
climate change relates to the loss of forests, a decline in biodiversity and water quality degradation.
Moreover, however, this combination also implicates that immersion in nature, either through
direct contact or through knowledge transfer, would make people understand how important the
preservation of nature was, so that they would act accordingly, e.g. in a more sustainable fashion.
In light of the pressing environmental issues of today, the importance of sustainable behaviour is
greater than ever. Therefore, if the assumptions about the effect of nature education on sustainable
behaviour prove to be true, this would be valuable information for the development towards a more
sustainable society.

A large body of literature has been dedicated to finding the crux between relations with nature and sustainable behaviour. The dominant view in the literature looks at the possible relation
between individual nature connection and sustainable attitudes and behaviour. Over the years,
environmental psychologists, sociologists, geographers and others have established many different
ways of looking at and measuring nature connection. Some draw upon the value-belief-norm
theory (VBN-theory), developed by Stern (1992). This theory entails that the way in which an
individual sees the self as independent (egoistic value concern), interdependent on other people
(social-altruistic) or interdependent on society and nature (biospheric), forms the beliefs about the
relation between nature and humans and their own environmental impact. This in turn influences
1
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the norm for environmental concern and behaviour (Schultz 2000, p. 393- 394). Appreciation for nature and pro-environmental behaviour has been linked to values of self-transcendence (as opposed
to self-enhancement), which corresponds with both social-altruistic and biospheric concern (Stern,
2000). In line with this argument, Kunchamboo and Lee (2012) argue that the more individuals
relate to nature in a sense of extended self, spirituality or religion, the more these individuals
consume sustainable.
Others have chosen to look beyond relations to the self to include more aspects. Many scales
of nature connection have been developed, which have been described by Frantz and Mayer (2014)
and Tam (2013). Nisbet, Zelenski, and Murphy (2009), for example, have developed a measurement
scale of Nature Relatedness (NR) in order to measure individual connection with nature and relate
this NR to pro-environmental attitudes and behaviour. The scale consists of three aspects: personal
identification with nature, a world view on the relation between humans and nature, and the physical connection with nature (for example, feeling comfortable in nature) (ibid.). Ives et al. (2017),
have a more expanded concept of nature connection, as they delineate five different categories
of nature connection: material (consumption), experiential (interaction with nature), cognitive
(knowledge and values), emotional (attachment and empathy) and philosophical (human-nature
relations).
After putting these nature connection measurement scales to the test, many researchers have
found a correlation between the level of nature connection and sustainable attitudes and behaviour
(see for example Dutcher, Finley, and Buttolph Johnson, 2007; Nisbet and Zelenski, 2011; Schultz,
2000; Gosling and Williams, 2010, Frantz and Mayer, 2014). Often, this behaviour is self-reported,
meaning that participants evaluate for themselves whether or not their behaviour has changed due
to their nature connection. In order to avoid biases, Frantz and Mayer have tried to measure actual
behaviour by looking at electricity usage and related this to scores on environmental attitudes
and connectedness to nature (Frantz & Mayer, 2014). Again, they found a correlation between
connectedness to nature and sustainable behaviour. Another correlation between nature connection
and sustainable behaviour is made by Capaldi A., Dopko L., and Zelenski (2014), who argue that
connection to nature improves the willingness to cooperate, which correlates with, although is not
exclusively tied to, sustainable behaviour.
Moreover, connection to nature is often tied to nature experiences in which nature education
plays an important role. Not only is nature education seen as the cause of nature connection, but it
is also argued for as way to increase nature connection, which in many cases serves as a means to
address the environmental issues of today (Ernst and Theimer, 2011; Liefländer, Fröhlich, Bogner,
and Schultz, 2013; Ives et al., 2018). Several authors argue that while nature education often
focuses on knowledge, it should also include positive experiences to promote nature connection
(Lieflander et al., 2013, Otto and Pensini, 2017). However, all except one (Ives, 2018) of the studies
mentioned above take children and adolescents as subjects. This is often because research has
shown that nature experiences, especially in ’wild’ nature, below the age of 11 can result in sustainable attitudes and behaviour in adult life (Wells & Lekies, 2006).

2
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Nature education can thus provide an interesting starting point to look at the way people act
sustainably when they appreciate nature more. Yet, a few observations in daily life make clear
that this correlation between nature experience, connection, and sustainable behaviour is far from
straightforward. People who feel connected to nature may drive hours by car in order to visit a
beautiful national park, and, with their emissions, harm the environment they wish to admire.
From this we can see that the attitude towards the natural environment might be positive, whereas
the actual behaviour might not (fully) add up to this attitude. This so-called "attitude-behaviour
gap" is a reason to doubt a straightforward relation between appreciating nature and sustainable
behaviour. Therefore, we need to re-examine whether or not a relation really exists between nature
education, and the experiences and connection that results from this, and sustainable behaviour. If
so, it is also important to establish which mechanisms form this relation. This in turn could say
something about the potential of using nature education to influence sustainable behaviour.
One way to provide an alternate explanation for the attitude-behaviour gap is to look into social
mechanisms instead of psychological mechanisms. The main social mechanisms that directs and
regulates behaviour is the social practice. Social practices consist of behaviours that have become
habitual. They are formed and persist by the continuous performance of individuals. In social practices, values, attitudes and beliefs (meanings), together with competences and materials, belong
to the practice instead of the individual (Shove, Pantzar, & Watson, 2012). When participating in
another practice, such as transportation, other meanings, competences and materials are present
and are more important in determining behaviour at that point in time. However, participation
in one social practice can lead to participation in another practice, or elements from one practice
can spill over into another practice. How and when this happens, however, remains contested.
Therefore, this research will try to uncover how and when people participate in nature-related and
sustainable practices after a nature education course.
Moreover, as discussed above, environmental values and attitudes are said to be established
in childhood experiences with nature. Nature experience in adult life would therefore have little
influence on these values. Therefore it would be interesting to see if nature education can have
an effect on sustainable behaviour beyond values and attitudes. A social practice framework can
similarly shed light on possible changes in environmental behaviour in adult life.

1.2

Aim of the research

The aim of this research is to gain insight into the influence of nature education on sustainable
behaviour and the social mechanisms that lie behind this. It provides an alternative view on this
relation, as previous literature has addressed this relation from a psychological point of view.
Furthermore, the research will contribute to a clearer understanding of the way in which nature
education alters a person’s view of nature, i.e. nature appreciation or connection. These insights
will contribute to the existing literature on the relation between nature experience, nature connection and sustainability. Finally, as there is a general agreement amongst social scientists that
environmental values are formed via nature contact during childhood, this research will contribute
3
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to the existing literature as it looks for mechanisms that can explain how nature experiences in
nature education can still alter sustainable behaviour in adult life.
An intensive nature education course will be used as the case study for this research, as this means
that participants are bound to work with nature on a weekly basis and have ample time to become
successful in the social practice. Therefore, it provides an adequate context in which the impact of
natural knowledge, experience and connection on sustainable behaviour can be explored.
This research will be focused on adults in a Dutch nature education programme. The subjects
of this research will be participants of a specific programme, a one and a half to two-year-long
course that trains adults to become nature guides (‘natuurgidsenopleiding’), which is provided by
the Instituut voor Natuureducatie (IVN, translated: Institute for Nature Education). This case is
suitable for research as it is a course that has existed for more than fifty years and attracts a wide
range of people. The long history of this course also gives me the possibility to interview people
from previous years, which will be helpful since a behaviour change may take some time before it
becomes apparent or stable.
An interdisciplinary conceptual framework is used to explain the influence of nature experiences on sustainable behaviour. The main unit of analysis will be the social practice of the nature
education course, where interaction between individuals take place and where individuals participate in. As these individuals also participate in other practices, the resulting network of practices
will also be examined. This combined framework will be explained in chapter 2.

1.3

Research questions

To respond to the aim of this research, the main research question is formulated as:
How does an intensive nature education course affect nature-related and sustainable behaviour?
This research consists of a number of components: First, I have tried to gain insight in the
social context of this intensive nature course, by trying to distinguish the elements of the social
practice of the nature education course and observe the dynamics of group(s) that currently participate in this course. Second, this research sheds light on the ways in which the participants
value and relate to nature and the environment and how this has changed during the course.
Third, this research looks into whether or not participants have enrolled in other nature-related or
sustainable practices during or after the course, or changed elements of practices that they were
already enrolled in, in a more nature-related or sustainable manner. If either of this is the case,
spillover mechanisms are sought. Finally, if participants report no change, explanations for this
lack of change are reasoned for.
The resulting sub-questions of this research are:
• What is the social context of the nature education course? What are the materials, competences, meanings and interaction ritual elements that make up the nature education
4
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course?
• How has the view of nature of participants changed and what are the causes of this change?
• Have they enrolled in other nature-related or sustainable practices during or after the course,
or changed elements of a practice in a more nature-related or sustainable manner?
• What spillover and chaining mechanisms can be found for this?
• If there is no apparent behaviour change, what explanations can be found for this?

1.4
1.4.1

Methodology
Selecting the case

As mentioned previously, a case study is used for this research that focuses on the nature guide
course ("natuurgidsenopleiding") of the Institute for Nature Education in the Netherlands (in short:
IVN). The course teaches adults to become nature guides in the geographical area of the specific
course over the course of a year and a half to two years. They meet biweekly on two occasions: one
evening lecture during weekdays and an excursion in the weekend. The course is the flagship of the
Institute for Nature Education (IVN Natuureducatie), which has existed since 1960. It emerged
from the organisation "Bond tegen Verontreiniging van Natuur en Stad" (translated: Union against
Pollution of Nature and City), which was brought to life in 1939 with the goal to actively patrol and
guard nature areas from visitors that showed unwanted behaviour. In 1960 the organisation chose
the path of education instead of guarding (IVN, 2018). The nature guide course was first given in
Amsterdam in 1961, only one year after the foundation of IVN, and is now given by most of the
170 local departments across the country at different times and with different time intervals. This
course was selected for a number of reasons. First, it is the biggest and most known nature guide
course in the Netherlands. Although this research does not provide insight into other nature guide
courses to evaluate the external validity, the main case was researched. Therefore it gives a general
view of the consequences of following a nature guide course in the Netherlands for sustainable
behaviour. Second, due to the fact that I was also an intern at the institute at the time, I was able
to participate in events where possible contacts or respondents would attend, had easy access to
contact information, and possibly looked more trustworthy, because I was also part of the same
organisation and I had an official IVN email address. It is important here to mention that, while
IVN is interested in the outcome of this research, it was conducted independent of the organisation,
which did not interfere in this research at any point.

1.4.2

Data gathering and analysis

Participants for this research have been found through random, informed and snowball sampling.
The variety of sampling methods was due to the fact that finding participants proved to be quite
difficult. I contacted the course coordinators of several departments throughout the Netherlands.
Two coordinators sent an email to all participants of the recently completed nature guide course.
Additionally, one coordinator gave me all the email addresses to email them myself and one coordinator has given me a selection of six email addresses of participants of whom she thought would
5
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want to participate in this research. Furthermore, two participants were found through snowball
sampling, as another participant had recommended them or brought them along for the interview.
The resulting response was lower than expected: of 115 graduates that were contacted, thirteen
responded and two were added through snowball sampling. Of the six departments that were
contacted, five responded and three resulted in participants. In the sample of graduates, a variety
between rural and urban areas was taken into consideration, although the low response of both
departments and students resulted in a low number of urban respondents (four urban participants
against eleven rural participants. Of all respondents, six were male and nine were female. A variety
in age was sought, but the sampling method failed to get participants under 51 years old, with
an average of 62 years old. We cannot say whether this average is a good representation of all
participants of the nature guide course, as we only know the estimated average of one of the four
courses: some interviewees noted that the average age in their course was 50 years old when they
took the course over five years ago (interviewee 2, 4, 10).
Additionally, three participant observations were carried out in the rural departments: one at
an excursion event, one at a working group market and one at a regular evening lecture. These
three different occasions were chosen in order to get an adequate representation of the different
aspects of the nature guide course: biweekly lecture evenings, biweekly excursions, and internships.
Observations were not possible at the urban department, as there was no current nature guide
course in progress at the departments with which contact was established.
This research has been conducted by using the qualitative methods of semi-structured interviews and participant observation. Semi-structured interviews, as opposed to structured or open
interviews, were chosen in this case as this leaves room for flexibility and can let new subjects
arise, but also maintains a focus in order to be able to answer research questions (Bryman, 2012).
Flexibility is important when studying social practices, for they are complex sets of elements that
concern materials, competences and meanings. Especially meanings are hard to uncover using a
structured interview or survey and new elements can arise that the researcher could not have
thought of him or herself. Moreover, semi-structured interviews allow the researcher to see how
interviewees perceive and understand nature and sustainable behaviour. Interviewing participants
means that changes in behaviour is self-reported as a longitudinal study, which would allow the
researcher to investigate long-term behaviour change, is not possible in the course of a Master’s
thesis. As one graduate had brought another graduate along for the interview, a group interview
was conducted in one occasion. In this instance, questions were answered by both respondents
alternately as to maintain the structure of the interview.
Participant observation, furthermore, allows for the observation of the social practice and uncover
elements of the practice myself. It allows the researcher to see through the eyes of the participants
(Bryman, 2012). It furthermore makes it possible to see the interaction between participants of the
practice and the environment (Bryman, 2012). When studying social practices, it is impossible for
the researcher to stay out of the social practice, for the researcher will always have influence on the
practice and thus contribute to its evolution (Spaargaren, Weenink, & Lamers, 2016). Therefore,
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the researcher needs to be reflective on her influence at all times. Participant observation also
allows insight into the group dynamics, interaction and shared symbols, which is highly important
for interaction ritual chain analysis. As it is often difficult for participants to recall at what specific
moment in the ritual they felt certain emotions, it is important for the researcher to be there
as the ritual happens. Informal conversations can also contribute to the data during participant
observations.
The data from the interviews and participant observations has been analysed through theoretically
informed coding and open coding. Since the interview guide was already based on theoretical
hypotheses, the answers were coded accordingly, but with an open attitude to answers that fell
outside of the theoretical framework. Open coding was used in these instances. Next, these codes
were placed into themes that were congruent with the research questions. After this, they were
compared with the theoretical framework. The results will be discussed in chapter 3-5.

1.5

Outline of this paper

The outline of this paper will be as followed: in chapter 2, first, the theoretical framework will be
elaborated upon. After outlining the dominant approaches to sustainable behaviour, the Social
Practice Theory will be introduced as a different approach. Moreover, the chaining and spillover
mechanisms for behaviour change will be introduced. The concepts of view of nature and sustainable behaviour will also be operationalised in this chapter. Chapter 3 starts with a description
of the social practice and the interaction ritual of the nature education course. Chapter 4 will
elaborate upon the change in view of nature that the participants experienced and the spillover
mechanisms that caused this change. In this chapter, view of nature will also be integrated in a
social practice approach. Chapter 5 will elaborate upon the nexus of practices around the nature
guide course and evaluate the effect of the chaining and spillover mechanisms in this nexus. It
will also shed light on the limits to sustainable behaviour change and explain these limits from a
practice point of view. In chapter 6, the theoretical framework, the methodology and the results
will be discussed and some recommendations research and nature education will be given. Chapter
7 ends with a conclusion.
From this thesis it will become clear that the nature guide course as a social practice entails
strong chaining mechanisms, which ensure a dense nexus of nature-related practices within and
outside IVN. It therefore ensures the continuation of the organisational practices. Moreover, while
chaining is mostly present in nature-related practices, a spillover happens to sustainable practices,
although these are less frequent in number of practices as well as performers. From the research,
it can be concluded that the more elements practices have in common, the closer a practice is in
a nexus, and the more likely it is for a chaining or spillover to happen. As sustainable practices
often share less elements, sustainable behaviour change happens less often. This, however, also
points to a way for nature education to bridge the gap between nature appreciation and sustainable
behaviour: by focusing on shared elements.
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2

T HEORETICAL F RAMEWORK

T

his research makes use of an elaborate theoretical framework to understand why and how
people participate in other nature-related and sustainable practices after nature education.
In order to connect to the previous literature, firstly, a bridging concept that confers a social

connection to nature will be introduced and sustainable behaviour will be conceptualised. After
this, the dominant theoretical perspective on sustainable behaviour change will be explained and
its limitations will be shown. The social practice theory will then be introduced as an alternative
approach that could help us move beyond these limitations. Moreover, as the social mechanisms
behind behaviour change have not yet been researched thoroughly, a number of possible chaining
and spillover mechanisms are constructed from several sociological and psychological theories: the
social practice theory, the interaction ritual chains approach and the positive spillover theory. With
these mechanisms we can try to understand why (or why not) and how people move beyond nature
education to other nature-related and sustainable practices.

2.1

View of Nature

As was illustrated in the introduction, research relating to humans, nature and sustainability
has revolved around relating nature connection or appreciation to sustainable attitudes and behaviours. Therefore, a conceptualisation of nature connection, appreciation and experience needs
to be incorporated in the research. Although the dominant literature on the link between nature
appreciation and sustainable behaviour has talked mainly about nature relatedness and nature
connection, several more theories have touched upon the way in which we can investigate the
relation with nature. I will briefly illustrate three theories: the social representations of nature,
the sense of place and the nature relatedness scale.
Social representations of nature, first, are "the collective elaboration of ’nature’ by the community
for the purpose of behaving and communicating" (Buijs et al., 2011, p. 331). A social representation
of nature has a normative, a cognitive and an expressive dimension. Normativity, first, is based on
values. Beliefs about nature, e.g. the way it relates to humans, are entailed in the cognitive dimen9
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sion. The expressive dimension relates to the affection people can feel for nature, whether that is
becoming emotional because of the sheer beauty of nature, or because a natural place feels familiar.
From these three dimensions, Buijs, Arts, Elands, and Lengkeek came up with five social representations of nature, which conform to citizen views on nature (see table 1, Buijs et al., 2011, p. 332).
A second approach to look at the way in which people relate to nature is Sense of Place. Jorgensen
and Stedman (2001) use dimensions of the Attitude theory to create a model for measuring Sense
of Place. These three dimensions are: affective, cognitive and conative. The affective dimension is
related to the degree to which people feel attached to a place; the cognitive dimension is related
to the way in which the natural environment relates to an individual’s identity, and the conative
dimension relates to the degree to which people feel dependent on a place in order to live one’s life.
The perceived relation with nature is further elaborated upon in literature on nature relatedness or connection, which was already touched upon in the introduction. Nisbet et al., (2009),
for example, have developed a measurement scale of Nature Relatedness (NR) in order to measure individual connection with nature and relate this NR to pro-environmental attitudes and
behaviour. It consists of three aspects: personal identification with nature, a world view on the
relation between humans and nature, and the physical connection with nature (for example feeling
comfortable in nature) (Nisbet et al., 2009). The Nature Relatedness scale shares some aspects
with the social representations of nature (SRN) and Sense of Place (SOP), as it includes both the
identity dimension of SOP and the cognitive and conative dimension of SRN. It moves beyond
these two theories as it also includes physical comfort, although it mostly lacks attention to the
emotional comfort or attachment that are taken into account in SRN and SOP.
These three differ in the sense that the first conveys a social representation of nature, whereas
the latter two convey a personal representation. If we want to use this representation within a
social practice framework, we need to come up with a concept that confers the social relation with
nature instead of the personal relation with nature. In order to avoid confusion by using the name
"social representations" again, I will synthesise these three theories into the concept of view of
nature. View of nature, in this way, becomes something that is transferable from person to person.
In this research, the concept "view of nature" will be operationalised as consisting of four things
that capture all of the approaches above: the affection for nature, the comfort felt in nature, the
view on the human-nature relation, and the personal identification with nature. Even though all
research relating to these theories use quantitative methods, these four aspects of a view of nature
can also be questioned in interviews.

2.2

Sustainable behaviour

“Sustainable behaviour” is a second key concept to this research. A commonly used conceptualisation of sustainable behaviour comes from Stern’s (2000) four categories of pro-environmental
behaviour: environmental activism, such as demonstrating; non-activist public behaviour, such
as voting for a green party; private sphere environmentalism, mainly consisting of private consumption behaviour; and organisational influence, for example by pressuring the organisation you
10
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belong to, to provide more sustainable options. Although these four categories will be kept in mind
while conducting fieldwork, it is also important to approach sustainable behaviour in an iterative
way. It is possible that participants argue for different behaviours to be sustainable, even though
the same underlying norms and values may be present. Therefore, I will leave the conceptualisation
of sustainable behaviour open to entail any behaviour that benefits the environment.

2.3

Theories of behaviour

Behavioural change is often analysed either in the realm of individual behaviour: psychology, or
in the realm of social behaviour: sociology. I will start by looking into an approach on individual
behaviour change to shed light on the dominant theoretical approach to sustainable behaviour
change. I will then highlight where this approach can fall short to explain why the relation between
view of nature and sustainable behaviour is not straightforward. Instead a different approach is
argued for, a social practice approach, in order to understand how behaviour changes or does not
change as a result of participating in an intensive nature education course.

2.3.1

Individual behaviour and the "gap"

Changes in environmental behaviour have been explained by several different theories, such as
(derivatives of) the theory of Planned Behaviour and the Rational Action Theory. The VBN-theory, a
derivative of the theory of planned behaviour, plays a significant role in literature on environmental
behaviour change. VBN is short for "Value, Beliefs and Norms" and is explained in depth by Stern
(2000). The theory is built upon the idea of a causal chain, where values influence beliefs, and
beliefs influence personal norms, which result in pro-environmental behaviour. There are three
value groups to be discerned: egoistic values, altruistic values and biospheric values, which entail
who and what is valued most: the self (egoistic), other people (altruistic), and all living things
(biospheric values) (Stern, 2000). The second section of the chain, beliefs, is comprised of the
ecological world view, in which the relation between humans and the environment are laid bare;
the perceived threat to those that are valued (for example other humans when one has altruistic
values); and the perceived influence someone can have to change the situation for the better. The
norms, finally, are individual feelings of having the obligation to do something about the perceived
threat, by acting in a pro-environmental way. When any of the variables are influenced, the rest of
the chain is influenced accordingly.
The VBN-theory thus argues that when values are threatened, norms will be activated and behaviour will result from that. Yet, many scholars have found that while the pro-environmental
attitude may change, behaviour does not always follow suit. This is known as the "attitudebehaviour gap" or "value-action gap" (Signori & Forno, 2016). Signori & Forno argue that this gap
can be closed when environmental values bring people together in a group to perform sustainable
practices, where these practices become habitual. When practices become habitual, this results in
a change of behaviour. Signori and Forno call these groups of people "communities of practices"
(Signori & Forno 2016). This research thus argues for the importance of social processes in order
for behaviour change to come about, namely through the habitualisation of behaviour. Therefore,
11
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F IGURE 2.1. This figure illustrates the chain of the VBN Theory schematically, whereby
a consequential chain can be discerned from values, to beliefs, to norms, which will
all eventually effect environmental behaviour. (Stern, 2000, p.412)

we shall now turn to a theory of behaviour in the sociological discipline that can shed light on the
social processes that make behaviour become habits: the social practice theory.

2.3.2

Social Practice Theory

The Social Practice Theory provides the societal context where behaviour is routinised, or as mentioned above, practices become habitual. The social practice theory is a cultural theory that places
the roots of social order in the symbolic and cognitive structures that are shared among people
within that social order and help them give meaning to the world (Reckwitz, 2002). Social practices
can be conceptualised as "routinised types of behaviour" (Reckwitz, 2002). These practices consist
of several elements, which can be divided into materials, competences and meanings. Materials
denote the physical attributes of a practice (Shove et al., 2012). These attributes can also have an
influence on the individuals performing in a practice, for it enables or limits the possibilities of the
practice (Reckwitz, 2002). The development of air traffic, for example, enhances the possibilities of
the practice of travel writing, as it becomes relatively easy and cheap to fly to remote destinations.
Competences, secondly, refer to the skills and knowledge that individuals need to carry out a
practice (Shove et al. 2012). Being able to use a content management website such as WordPress
is necessary if you want to run a blog, where you share your travel stories and make money as a
writer. Finally, meanings refer to the emotions and values that a practice contains (Shove et al.,
2012). Concerning travel writing, meanings such as independence from a strict work schedule and
an adventurous lifestyle can be important.
Yet, any combination of materials, competences and meanings does not make a practice. The practice only becomes stable as the whole of these materials, competences and meanings is performed
over and over by people. People are thus necessary to the existence of practices, although the
exact nature of this relationship between people and practices is contested among social practice
theorists. Reckwitz, for example, argues that people are "carriers" (Reckwitz, 2002). Carriers do
12
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Materials

Social Practice
Meanings

Competences

F IGURE 2.2. Social Practice Elements, adapted from Shove et al. (2012). This figure shows
the three important elements of the social practice. Meanings can be seen as the
emotions, norms, values, beliefs that belong to a practice; competences comprise of
knowledge and skills necessary to successfully perform in the practice; and materials
are all the physical attributes of a practice, such as the environmental surroundings
and objects (Shove et al., 2012.

not only take over bodily performances, but also the mental patterns and knowledge (ibid.). This
means, for example, that emotions are not part of the individual character, but are tied to a specific
practice. It is only because of these carriers that a practice continues to exist. However, not all social
practice theorists agree with this idea of the passive social actor. Theodore Schatzki, for example,
defines the relation between practice and people in a mutually constitutive way: practices comprise
the actions of people, whereas people become who they are and decide on what to do within the
context of “bundles of practices and material arrangements” (Schatzki, 2017, p. 30). People’s lives
occur amid, within and through these bundles: amid, as bundles already exist when people are
born, as other people have carried on a practice before them. When they wish to participate in a
practice, it is ready for them; Within, because many things, such as experiences and the acquiring
of knowledge are dependent on actions, which are tied to specific practices; Through, as the paths
and places that a person takes are tied to material arrangements belonging to interlinked bundles.
These material arrangements of bundles or the normativity of a practice constrain them in their
choices of moving (ibid.).
Seeing practices as the governing backdrop of people’s lives, however, is only one side of the
story. Consider learning: as mentioned before, learning necessarily occurs while carrying out
a practice and the learning material is also tied to this practice. The practice thus determines
the learning process and helps people become who they are. However, there is also an agency
to learning, as persons can choose what aspects of a practice to pay attention to and how much
effort to put into learning (ibid.). Another example of people having agency within the structure
of bundles of practices, is normativity. As mentioned before, normativity can govern people to
13
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carry out a practice in a set way. This normativity can be comprised of rules, goals, general or
practical understandings or emotions that are accepted within a practice. Emotions, in turn, can
bring about affects in people that make people want to carry out actions within a practice and
focus on material elements of a practice (ibid.). Again, this points towards the structuring ability of
practices. Emotions or personal ends, however, can also determine the chain of actions and thus the
practices a person performs. Therefore, a person still has agency in choosing the chain of actions
(ibid.).
However, agency is not the same as a mutual constitution between people and practices. Schatzki
argues that this mutual constitution mainly happens when people move through bundles. As
they cross the boundaries of several bundles, people can alter them by acting in a different way
and making different connections between meanings, materials and competences. Moreover, the
shared things, such as symbols, that arise in a ritual can move across bundles, and can bring about
similar affects, ends or emotional energy in a different bundle (Weenink and Spaargaren 2016 in:
Schatzki, 2017, p. 40). A practice is thus not rigid: it is structured and relatively stable but can
simultaneously change over a longer period of time ((Schatzki, 2017), (Shove et al., 2012). However,
as the relationship remains mutually constitutive, the emotions, goals, and beliefs of people will
also again be altered to fit the performance of a practice.
Practices overlap or are tied together in a number of ways and thereby form nexuses of practicearrangements (Schatzki, 2010). In this case the practices are the chain of actions that together
form a practice (performance) and the material arrangements are all objects and subjects that
participate in this practice (entities) (Schatzki, 2010). A social phenomenon is one point in the
timespace of this nexus. Practices and material arrangements are tied together in at least four
ways: causality, prefiguration, constitution and intelligibility. Causality, first, entails the mutual
influence between practices and material arrangements. For example, material arrangements can
guide or restrain people in performing practices, as we have seen when the development of air
traffic altered the practice of travelling. Vice versa, the way people perform practices can also alter
material arrangements: open-pit mining, for example, changes the natural environment. Second,
prefiguration means that the material arrangements that are present, shape the likeliness of
practices happening. Third, material arrangements constitute practices, as they are a necessary
element of practices (just imagine acting without any objects, animals, nature or other people).
However, these material arrangements would also not exist or have any use if there were no
practices that made use of them. Finally, material arrangements are intelligible to people and
people can therefore use them in practices (Schatzki, 2010). This entire web of connecting practicearrangements is called the “socio-historic time-space” (ibid.).
The social practice theory gives us an idea of how individuals, practices and the material arrangements interact and mutually influence each other. In the context of this research, it provides
a possible starting point to understand how individuals change their behaviour: people perform in
a practice with their own stock of emotions, goals, identity, norms, and beliefs and both influence
and are influenced by the social practice. An unanimous answer to the question what mechanism
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makes them choose or directs them towards another related social practice, e.g. spillover into
another practice, is not found in the current literature. The next section will provide a range of
possible chaining and spillover mechanisms that were taken into account during the research.

2.4

Chaining and spillover mechanisms

The term "chaining" is derived from the Interaction Ritual Chains approach, which looks at
motivation of individuals derived from rituals to participate in new rituals (Collins, 2004). This
theory will be thoroughly explained in section 2.4.4. The term "spillover" is derived from Thøgersen
& Crompton’s concept of "positive spillover". In line with a value-beliefs-norms idea, they argue
that once one behaviour changes in a pro-environmental way, other behaviour changes because of
a positive spillover of elements, according to Thøgersen and Crompton a positive spillover happens
“when adoption of a particular behaviour increases the motivation for an individual to adopt other
related behaviours” (Thøgersen & Crompton 2009, p. 143). The opposite, negative spillover, is
also possible. This happens when already existing behaviour is stopped due to the performance
of other behaviours. In this research, the participation in new practices after the course will be
called ’chaining’, whereas changing elements (materials, meanings and competences) in a certain
practice, for example to act more sustainably, will be called ’spillover’. First, some possible chaining
mechanisms are discussed. After this, spillover mechanisms will be explained.

2.4.1

Cognitive Dissonance

In their article, Thøgersen & Crompton look at a positive spillover after participating in one environmental practice. They argue that, when individuals fail to carry out different types of behaviour
in a similar pro-environmental manner, this will cause a feeling of discomfort, called “cognitive
dissonance” (Thøgersen & Crompton, 2009, p. 147). In order to avoid this feeling, a spillover will
occur - a positive spillover is likely to occur when pro-environmental value dispositions are present,
and a negative spillover when other values are more prominent (Thøgersen & Crompton, 2009).
Values are thus important to determine whether or not a positive spillover is likely to happen. In
this research, cognitive dissonance can happen when participating in the course, in which they
behave in a pro-environmental way (learning about the environment, being in nature), makes
them feel that they should behave in a similar fashion in other practices.

2.4.2

Congruency in competences

Another explanation for a spillover, according to Thøgersen & Crompton (2009), is the acquisition of
knowledge and skills during one form of pro-environmental behaviour that helps to understand how
other behaviours can be conducted differently. This is congruent with a social practice framework,
as the competences that are acquired through participating in a social practice, especially in
education practices, will often lead to participating in other social practices where their skills
and knowledge are useful. These competences can lead to chaining for two reasons: first, they
can fit into another practice because several practices require similar competences in order to
successfully perform in a practice. Second, they can be compatible with other practices as the
competences learned in one practice can be taught to others in another practice. Especially in
15
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education practices, the students can later become the teachers. In this way, they can become
role models for the new participants in the social practice of the nature guide course or use their
competences in guiding practices. Competences can also lead to a spillover as newly acquired
competences can alter the way a practice is carried out. This happens, for example, when a more
efficient, healthier or more sustainable way of carrying out the practice is learned.

2.4.3

Resonance with meanings

If there is cognitive dissonance, then there should also be cognitive resonance. Whereas in cognitive
dissonance, people feel discomfort when they do not participate in certain behaviours, in cognitive
resonance people will feel comfort when participating in certain behaviours. In the case of social
practices, comfort could come from practices that have similar values, norms, beliefs, identities
or emotions. Similar to a spillover or chaining due to competences, certain practices will also be
congruent with the same meanings as the social practice of the course. This can make an individual
either want to participate in another practice (chaining) or do things differently (spillover). It
would be logical to move on to the third element: materials, after this section. However, materials
in themselves do not form a social mechanism: it is only a way to trigger competences or meanings
that are attached to these materials.

2.4.4

Chaining of interaction rituals

The Interaction Ritual Chains, or in short: IR chains, approach can give us another possible
spillover and chaining mechanisms, as it explains individual motivation to move on to another
practice or to do practices in a similar way. The IR chains approach argues for the embedding
of individual motivation within shared symbolic and cognitive structures that come about in
interactions. Therefore, similar to the social practice theory, the IR chains approach belongs to the
cultural theories. However, the IR chains approach places more emphasis on individual agency and
helps us to understand why individuals like the practice and therefore why practices continue to
exist. The IR chains approach is a model to explain how individuals choose in which activities - or
in this vocabulary: rituals - to participate in and how their "cultural capital" that they accumulated
in previous rituals, mixes with the cultural capital of the people they encounter. This mix will then
result in new rituals. Four things are necessary to call a social event an interaction ritual: it is a
group assembly (physical presence), which is not easily permeable from the outside, where there
is a mutual focus of attention, usually on a symbol, and a shared mood (Collins 2004, p. 48). A
successful ritual entails feelings of intersubjectivity and shared emotions, or what Durkheim calls
" collective effervescence" (Collins, 2004).
This emotional experience also brings forth four things. First and foremost, participants experience
what Collins calls Emotional Energy (EE), which entails a “feeling of confidence, elation, strength,
enthusiasm, and initiative in taking action” (Collins, 2004, p.49). This Emotional Energy links
the participants together and gives them a sense of group solidarity and shared identity as a
second outcome. This solidarity and identity is often represented by shared symbols as a third
outcome (Collins, 2004, p. 109). Symbols function as a reminder of the feelings and experiences
that were tied to a ritual. When these symbols are tied to a specific group membership, they carry
16
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F IGURE 2.3. A schematic representation of the Interaction Ritual Chains approach,
whereby the ritual ingredients on the left are necessary in order to make the ritual
successful and result in the ritual outcomes on the right. A mutual focus of attention
and a shared mood are coupled in this scheme and become more intense through
rhythmic entrainment, whereby bodily movements and emotions are repeated over
and over again in a structured way. (Collins 2004, p. 48)

the emotional loading of group solidarity and EE. Finally, group members want to respect and
protect the group identity with its symbols, and thereby establish a feeling of morality towards the
group (Collins, 2004).
EE is generated through the entraining of emotions. Emotions become entrained when bodily movements and emotions are repeatedly performed in a structured way. This entrainment,
furthermore, ensures that previous differences between individuals lose their significance as a
feeling fundamental sameness evolves, creating a deep group cohesion. It is through this group
cohesion that individual values and behaviours are altered towards a common goal (Brown, 2011,
p. 124). The stronger the EE and the corresponding symbols are after the ritual, the higher input
this EE becomes for the next interaction, and the more this EE can cumulate in subsequent
rituals. This is how interaction rituals become chained (Collins, 2004, p. 118). When other rituals
match with the EE that was accumulated in the previous ritual, we can also speak of cognitive
resonance as this was introduced in section 2.4.3. A subsequent ritual can also resonate with the
group solidarity, morality or symbols. Relations between individuals that were part of one ritual,
for example, can lead an individual to participate in another ritual, if one of these individuals
motivates others to join in. Similarly, if a ritual resonates with the morality of another ritual, it
may feel right to participate in this ritual as well.
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The entraining of emotions and the chaining of rituals shares similarities with the Social Practice
Theory. Yet, differences also appear between these two theories: the IR chains approach looks at
specific individuals coming together in a ritual, where the combination of their personal stock of
EE decides the outcome of the ritual. The social practice theory, on the contrary, looks at practices
shaping individuals and being shaped by individuals over a longer period of time, existing beyond
individuals. Therefore, to integrate the Interaction Ritual Chains approach and the Social Practice
Theory, I will argue that an interaction ritual happens when a group of people come together to
perform a social practice. However, not every time they come together within the course will be
seen as a separate ritual: the entirety of the course will be the social practice and the ritual. The
EE can influence the meanings of the social practice but the amount of EE can also be influenced
by the meanings of the practice. Membership symbols that come up in this ritual can too arise from
the meanings of the social practice, but can also become part of the meanings in the social practice.

2.5

Schematic overview

In the previous a social practice approach has been explained and linked to mechanisms of chaining
and spillover. In this section, a schematic overview will be shown to make clear how these theories
will be brought together into one conceptual framework. This schematic overview is depicted in
figure 2.4.
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materials
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Cognitive dissonance
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F IGURE 2.4. A nexus of practices with its chaining and spillover mechanisms. An individual starts with participating in the social practice central to the case study, either
after participation in other practices (shown on the right) that become chained to
the main practice, or during participation in other practices (shown underneath).
Every social practice consists of its materials, meanings and competences and can
also function as an interaction ritual. The outcomes of this practice are: successful
interaction ritual outcomes (group solidarity, morality, symbols, and a new stock of
emotional energy); carrying meanings (positive or negative), and having new competences. These outcomes provide chaining and spillover mechanisms (top right), which
result in participation in new practices (shown by the two practices on the right)
or in spilling over elements to another practice, which was already participated in
beforehand (bottom).
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IVN NATURE GUIDE COURSE AS A SOCIAL PRACTICE

A

s mentioned in the introduction, the case used for this research is the IVN nature guide
course ("Natuurgidsenopleiding"), which we look at from a social practice perspective, with
interaction ritual elements. This perspective was chosen as it can help us to understand

why and how individuals choose pathways to other nature-related and sustainable practices
after a nature education course (e.g. which chaining and spillover mechanisms cause behaviour
change). Before we look into this, however, we first need to unravel what happens when individuals
participate in the nature guide course, e.g. what the practice revolves around. This chapter
therefore sheds light on what elements - competences, meanings, materials and interaction ritual
elements - are present in the nature guide course. In this way, we can uncover the basis for the
chaining and spillover mechanisms that cause behaviour change.

3.1

Competences

In this section the competences, which individuals need to perform in the practice of the nature
guide course successfully, are discussed. In any educational social practice, competences are a
somewhat different feature from other social practices, as the practice not only exists of ’doing’
but also of ’learning to do’. In other words, people participate in an educational practice where
they learn certain competences to successfully participate in the practice, but the practice has
the specific goal to increase certain competences, with which they can participate in additional
practices. Therefore, chaining practices together (moving from one practice to another) is inherent
to educational practices. To participate in the social practice at the beginning, little knowledge
is necessary, but as the social practice advances, knowledge and skills accumulate. In order to
successfully complete the course, e.g. move out from the social practice successfully, a complete set
of knowledge and skills is required, as this set is tested at the end.
This set of knowledge and skills contains, firstly, a broad spectrum of natural knowledge: students need to know how ecosystems work, how a landscape has changed over time due to different
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factors, how they can determine what family a plant belongs to, what tree they are looking at or
what animal left the tracks they discover in the forest.
"Knowledge of nature: the knowledge of little creatures, which animals live in which
area, how is a landscape built up and how do you read that? What is geology? I have
had that in school, but to learn that in practice is something different. And which
plants grow on what kind of soil? [...] fauna mostly and landscapes, reptiles, insects,
birds, you name it. You will get it all." (interviewee 14)
There is emphasis on both understanding systems and discovering details. The ability to understand systems is mentioned by many of the participants and often leads to a more enriched
understanding, accompanied by great appreciation, of nature (9/15). Moreover, the competence to
see and know specific details often leads to a different way of being in nature. It is often mentioned
that students of the course have often developed a certain way of recreating in nature: standing
still every ten meters to observe a specific element of nature or simply seeing more details around
them (interviewee 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14). As one interviewee said on discovering details:
"... Look how an oak tree sprouts in the spring: how do the leaves unfold and when do
the acorns start to grow, because that has to start small? Where have I ever seen that
before? I have seen a beech nut or a chestnut or an acorn hanging from a tree. You can
see that. But it starts somewhere, it has to blossom. How does the flower of an oak tree
look? They slowly get discrete green strings. I had never seen that before. That goes for
many trees and shrubs. The details, IVN is good at that." (interviewee 6)
Another interviewee related this competence of looking at small things to a specific assignment:
"There is an assignment in the nature guide course and you do that for half a year,
and you will look at one square meter. Mine was right here in that middle area [of
the communal garden]. What happens there in the course of a season? That is a real
eye-opener, what happens in one square meter. I have only looked at it from time to
time, not even underneath the soil because a lot more happens there. That form of
observation has deepened enormously." (interviewee 14)
A second competence in this set, entails knowledge on the environmental hazards of today,
such as climate change. One interviewee said that they had had a lecture from a scientist from
Wageningen who showed them statistics on climate change (interviewee 4), whereas another
mentioned having talked about ocean streams and pollution (interviewee 15). Often, knowledge of
environmental hazards also accompanies some knowledge of sustainable behaviour: what is the
environmental impact of certain behaviours and what can you do to change this? Two interviewees,
for example, mentioned that they had to do an environmental footprint test during the course
(interviewee 2, 7).
Besides this natural knowledge, the course materials put emphasis on didactic skills: they
learn how to inspire adults and children about nature; they develop presentation skills and group
management skills; and learn to create educational content, such as an excursion. Currently,
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nature guides learn to work with interactive activities, in which they let their participants play an
active role and let them experience nature (interviewee 3, 14). This interactive method stands in
contrast with the methods the older generation of guides have been taught. Historically, nature
guides were "walking encyclopaedias" (interviewee 14) who knew everything and just told their
story during excursions, whereas the participants only listened (interviewee 3, 6, 14).
"I am a bad nature guide, in the old-fashioned sense that you are a walking encyclopaedia.[...] I realised: I do not have to know it all. [...] I can convey enthusiasm. I can convey
to people what it means to get feelings for what grows and blossoms." (Interviewee 14)
Although no previous skills are required, participants have often already acquired certain knowledge or skills that are taught in the course, such as knowledge on a certain aspect of nature
or didactic skills. These already present skills and the other required skills grow as the course
progresses.
The competences of the nature guides are acknowledged within IVN and beyond on a national level
(IVN 2018a). This has resulted in participation of IVN nature guides in other organisations, such
as nature management organisations Staatsbosbeheer or Landscape organisations. Some of the
interviewees have indeed found volunteering jobs in one or more nature management organisations
(interviewee 2, 6, 9, 15).

3.2

Meanings

Any social practice involves a number of meanings: emotions, identities, beliefs, values and
norms. The meanings of this social practice of the nature guide course are well-recognisable in
observations, interviews and website analysis. First and foremost, a general appreciation for
nature is shared. According to one interviewee, there is:
"... a really large group of people there [at INV] who in the first place, whichever way
they want to go [after the course], have an interest in nature" (interviewee 5).
Within this social practice and within the nexus of social practices around IVN, it is common
that people carry emotions for specific components of nature: participants specifically enjoy birds,
fungi, insects, trees or plants. Although participants all admire nature as a whole, they have
special interests for one or two of these specific components. This specialisation is also supported
by subject-specific working groups and excursions, such as a tree working group and a fungi day.
Moreover, understanding systems, which they learn in this course, often leads to valuing the
environment more and can lead to a better understanding of environmental issues such as climate change, as has been mentioned by many of the interviewees (interviewee 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9, 12, 15).
Second, the identity of being an IVN nature guide is strong. This identity has a long history.
According to the website ivngeschiedenis.nl, the pin of nature guide was worn with a certain pride
(IVN, 2018a). As we will see again in the section on view of nature, in which identity is one of the
features, being a nature guide is often a source of self-identification for these former students. One
interviewee even mentioned that although she had just retired after more than fourty years in her
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profession, she would identify herself more as a nature guide than with her profession (interviewee
1). About being a nature guide she said:
"... it is something of which I have discovered again that it totally belongs to me and
something that is very important to me. And if you were to ask me: what do you do? I
would say "nature guide", I would not say "psychologist". That might be a little weird
because I have worked as a psychologist for over forty years, but well... this feels as if
it is closer to me." (interviewee 1)
It is also a source of group membership, especially in nature-related practices. When participants
were asked what still brought group members together after the course, IVN activities were
mentioned as a common denominator. Most interviewees would see the former participants during
excursions, lecture evenings or in board meetings. Often, friends that participants spent time with
in nature were also often or always IVN members. One interviewee was very happy to be part of
IVN as he was surrounded with like-minded people (interviewee 5).
Third, there are norms and values about what nature guides will do after they graduate from
this course. Individuals can only participate in the course if they are willing to give excursions
after this course or conduct other volunteer work within IVN (IVN, 2018c). It thus entails a strong
norm towards the spillover of their knowledge and preserving the heritage of nature guides within
IVN. To ensure the survival of the local department, students are nudged to join a working group
within the local department. This is done firstly by two short internships the participants have to
follow within two working groups (observation 2). Second, the students are asked to join a working
group after the course. At IVN Rijk van Nijmegen, current students got a fifty percent discount
if they committed to a working group for a minimum of two years after the course (informal
conversation, observation 2). Furthermore, participating in other courses after the nature guide
course often is deemed necessary. As the nature guide course has a very broad curriculum, often
detailed knowledge on certain areas is missing (interviewee 1).
"[...] the nature subjects that are examined are discussed in a very limited way, because
there is so much that needs to be discussed. You get a little bit about plants, mammals,
insects, trees. Therefore it is very important that you learn more [besides the course]
about the content of these subjects." (interviewee 1)
These additional courses are followed at IVN or, if unavailable, at IVN’s organisational sister: the
KNNV (Dutch Association for Field Biology). As we can see from this illustration above, staying
actively involved in IVN activities is a norm within the course.

3.3

Materials

There are three major material components to this course: the indoor learning environment, the
outdoor learning environment and the course materials. The indoor learning environment can
vary from location to location. The two indoor locations that I have visited were two classrooms: one
in a university for applied sciences and one in an nature and environmental educative garden. The
inside of both classrooms was sober. One occasion was a regular lecture evening, where the teacher
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stood in front of the participants, using a Power Point to illustrate his story (observation 3). The
other occasion concerned a market that introduced the working groups within that location, with
working group leaders that helped participants choose their first internship location. Materials
that were also present on this occasion were leaflets with information on the working groups
and working group people telling their stories (observation 2). The subject of interactions will be
discussed in the next section.
The outdoor learning environment is the natural environment where participants participated
in excursions for the course and where they studied and practised, either with group members, by
themselves, or with other friends or family. In every excursion, the outdoor learning environment
changes in geographical location within a certain region. All of the nature guide courses are tied to
the boundaries of the IVN department in question. This region is usually comprised of several larger
natural areas. However, city parks (such as in observation 1) and road side shrubs, for example, can
also be part of the outdoor learning environment. Of course, the environment also changes at any
moment in time, for example with every season, every animal that crosses, or every weather change.
The course book was the same in all occasions in which interviewees followed the course, but
the book has changed since then, in 2017. The courses in which observations took place, therefore,
were conducted along the lines of the new course book. The outline of both books has largely
remained the same. After an introduction, students will study soil, water and flora; fauna; ecology;
and landscape. In all chapters, attention is given to guiding practices (IVN, 2018b, 2018c). The
change that is of most importance to this research is that the attention given to sustainability
has increased in the new course book. In the previous course book, one chapter was dedicated to
"People, environment and society" (IVN, 2018b). In the new course book, sustainability is woven
into every chapter and has been given a more prominent position (IVN, 2018c). This change will be
further discussed in chapter 5.
An overview of the social practice can be seen in figure 3.1.

3.4

The course as an interaction ritual

As mentioned in chapter 2, the social practice theory can explain how people participate in a
practice, what they have to do, what they need for that, and what emotions, values and norms are
part of that practice. However, the social practice says little about why people like to participate
in this social practice, why people keep coming to the social practice (i.e. why social practices can
successfully reproduce themselves),or why they move on to other related practices afterwards. In
other words, the social practice theory gives little attention to the motivation of the individual.
Therefore, the interaction ritual chain approach was introduced in the theoretical framework. The
IR chains approach can help us understand what makes a practice (ritual) successful in order for
them to enjoy it and move on to related practices.
The nature guide course is a practice that depends on interactions: knowledge and skills are
educated from teacher or mentor to student; students form working groups together to complete
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Materials
Outdoor environment
Indoor environment
Course book

Nature guide course
Meanings

Competences

Appreciation
for nature
Identity

Natural knowledge

Norms IVN

Didactic skills

Sustainability

F IGURE 3.1. The social practice of the nature guide course with its elements explained.
The materials consist of the outdoor environment (natural surroundings), the indoor
environment (classrooms) and the course book (and other texts). The meanings
consist of an appreciation for nature, an identification with nature and IVN, and
norms about staying active within the organisation after the course. Competences
are comprised of natural knowledge, knowledge on sustainability and didactic skills.

smaller and larger assignments; and students and mentors, teachers, guides, interact outside
of the course days during extra study sessions or informal outings. As mentioned previously, an
interaction ritual has four ingredients: there is a group assembly; the ritual is barred to outsiders;
there is a mutual focus of attention; and there is a shared mood (Collins 2004, p. 48). These four
ingredients are indeed present in the nature guide course. There is a group assembly: the group
comes together every other week on two occasions for the official course hours and often takes extra
time for informal meetings. These assemblies are barred to outsiders: only those who have officially
enrolled in the course are allowed to participate in the interaction ritual. There is a mutual focus
of attention, namely the course material and the natural surroundings. Finally there is a shared
mood: as observed during the nature guide course evenings and excursion, there is an elated mood
any time people get to talk about nature (observation 2 and 3).
These ritual ingredients then result in ritual outcomes: group solidarity; emotional energy in
the individual; symbols of the social relationship; and standards of morality that mirror the morality of the ritual (Collins 2004, p. 48). These outcomes were especially reported in the interviews
that were conducted, as these results are more prominent after the interaction ritual is completed.
Important to note here is that although both observations and interviews are part of several
interaction rituals, they can be seen as highly similar, as the structure of the interaction ritual is
the same. The outcomes will only differ due to the difference in individual stock of EE that the
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participants bring to the ritual. However, as was observed and heard in the interviews, there is
great variety between people concerning the way in which they previously built up EE around
nature or sustainability. We will illustrate this in chapter 5. Therefore, it can be assumed that the
stock of EE would result in a similar mix.
Group solidarity, first, was often mentioned in the interviews. Interviewee 12 mentioned that: "It
is a sort of family," whereas interviewee 1 said she "had gained a lot of new nature friends". One
interviewee illustrated how their mentor group supported each other:
"We stimulated each other a lot to ask questions about the course or a subject that
you weren’t good at or about your guiding skills, so that you could build upon each
other. [...] There was one person that felt inferior to the level of the group due to her
capacities and her personality, and because most people had attended higher education
and she hadn’t. She was about to quit many times, but we pulled her back in every time.
[...] So we supported each other a lot, and that how we stuck together." (interviewee 5)
Evidence of emotional energy, conceptualised as a motivational feeling to act with confidence,
enthusiasm and strength (Collins 2004), was also discovered in individuals during interviews. This
was seen in the stories of people who had already participated in practices that are chained to the
nature guide course. Many had started giving excursions or courses after the nature guide course.
This chaining of practices, which forms a nexus of practices, will be discussed in chapter 5.
Third, symbols of the social relationship were discovered. For most, IVN was mentioned as a
symbol for their social relationship. Being part of the organisation, as was also mentioned in section 3.3, and participating in practices connected to this organisation was what connected everyone
together and what made them return to each other and to similar practices. Moreover, nature
was a symbol of the social relationship. As was mentioned in the previous section, the identity
of the members revolved around nature. Often, they would meet their fellow course students in
nature-related activities. Moreover, the specific interests in nature could sometimes only be shared
with fellow IVN members, because it was too specialised for their other friends (interviewee 13).
Standards of morality, finally, were also discovered in the interviews. Especially sustainability was mentioned as something they should be doing something about, as it was part of the
trademark of IVN during their course: up until 2017, the Institute for Nature Education was
named: Institute for Nature Education and Sustainability. It was what IVN stood for, therefore,
they should live up to it (interviewee 1, 11, 12). The fact that IVN took out "sustainability" may
therefore have consequences for sustainable norms and values of their members. We will return to
this question in the discussion chapter.
From this illustration of the materials, meanings, competences and interaction rituals, it becomes clear that this practice holds within it a promise of spillover and chaining to other practices.
The competences, firstly, ensure that participants can successfully enrol in other related social
practices. Secondly, the norms in this practice favour a spillover in other related practices. Finally,
the practice entails a growing identity and group solidarity, resulting in EE, that motivates indi27
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viduals to move to other related practices. This promise forms a starting point for looking at the
ways in which participating in this social practice results in spillovers. We will do so in chapter 5,
where the nexus of practices is explored and the spillover mechanisms that motivate individuals
to choose paths within this nexus are uncovered. First, however, we will turn to a change in view
of nature. As previous literature on the relation between nature and sustainability has focused
on concepts of nature connection and nature relatedness, we will first look into the way in which
nature education affects the view of nature, after which we will place this concept within a social
practice framework.
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V IEW OF N ATURE
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n this section we will explore the view of nature of the participants after the nature guide
course and the way this view of nature changes during this course. Previous research has
often shown a correlation between the view of nature (in terms of nature relatedness or

nature connection) to sustainable attitudes and behaviour, whereby children’s nature education
was often discovered as a medium. In this case, we look at an adult nature education course, which
makes it an interesting addition to the literature. As operationalised in the theoretical framework,
view of nature is comprised of four categories: feelings of comfort in nature, affection for nature,
personal identification with nature and the view on the human-nature relation. In order to connect
this research to the existing literature, furthermore, it is important to examine the way in which
this view of nature can fit within a social practice framework. In this way, this research can provide
a bridge between previous psychological literature and a social practice framework.

4.1

Participant’s view of nature

The first question regarding view on nature that was asked was whether people felt comfortable
in nature. Probing questions that were used to help interviewees find an answer to this question
where: do you feel safe in nature? Do you like to visit unfamiliar natural areas? Do you go outside
in all weather conditions? Do you recreate in nature often? From the response we can conclude that
overall people felt very comfortable in nature. A phrase that I heard multiple times was that all
weather is good weather to go outside. People recreated in nature often, some every day. A couple
of interviewees mentioned that recreating in nature was a prerequisite to feeling good (interviewee
1, 8, 10, 11).
"I am outside a lot, preferably as much as possible. [...] I have always had green work.
And now I always walk my dog outside. And if she does not need to be walked, I am
also outside. I go out into the dunes very often, two times a week I go for a run in the
dunes. I walk, I bike. So I am focused on the outdoors a lot. I would feel very unhappy
if I could not go outside." (interviewee 11)
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This is shared by another interviewee, who claimed to need nature on a daily basis:
"It makes me very happy, I could not go a day without nature. Yesterday I was in a
city, and then I feel like such a farmer’s wench. Where are the trees? I feel so very
uncomfortable in the city." (interviewee 10)
Two interviewees said that they would always go to nature in order to clear their heads and feel
better about the issues they were dealing with (interviewee 2, 4). Discomfort in nature was rarely
felt: only one interviewee mentioned any discomfort. She said that with age she felt less safe in
nature (interiewee 9).
The next aspect of view of nature was asked through the question: do you have an emotional
relation with nature? Probing questions for this question were: Do you appreciate its beauty or
complexity? Does it bring up strong positive or negative emotions in you? Do you feel that you
have an emotional bond with nature? This question was also answered positively in most occasions.
This emotional bond was often described positively in terms of love or appreciation for nature.
Sometimes, however, interviewees also described their worries:
"One the one hand it is about enjoying, when you are in the forest and you hear all sorts
of things and you see all sorts of things. But when you see how nature [is deteriorating]:
in the Waterleidingduinen we had an insect excursion as part of the course, but we did
not see any insects, because all flowers are eaten by the deer. That’s something that
you get worked up about. [...] Same as in the Oostvaardersplassen [...] When you see
how it has changed there - we used to skate there - there is no bush left, everything is
flattened out. [...] That touches you." (interviewee 13)
One interviewee said that beyond an emotional connection she felt a spiritual connection to nature
(interviewee 14). One interviewee, however, felt that an emotional bond went too far for what he
liked about nature. He said that a strong emotional bond could only happen for him in human
relationships, for example between him and his family (interviewee 11).
After this, participants were asked whether nature played a significant role in their identity.
People were asked whether they identified themselves as a "nature person" or were seen as this
by others. Identity was already focused on in section 3.2, but more results are added here. For 11
interviewees nature played a significant role in their personal identification. Often they described
themselves as a nature person or identified professionally as a nature guide. One of the participants
would even go as far as to say that he had "green blood running through his veins" (interviewee
11). Identification by others was also a large source of nature identification. Several interviewees
mentioned that it was known by friends and family that they knew many things about nature and
were the person to go to when they had questions about or an interest in nature (interviewee 3, 6,
10). One interviewee even said: "some people call me the Freek Vonk [Dutch biologist known from
television] of Groesbeek" (interviewee 10). Of the four interviewees who did not include nature in
their identity, two interviewees used the argument: I am too much of a city person to be a nature
person (interviewee 9, 12). Another found that her sources of identification were too scattered to
point to one source (interviewee 7).
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Finally, the view on the relation between humans and nature was asked about. Important probes
for this question were if humans were part of nature; if humans are beside or above nature; if
nature was there just for humans to enjoy it; and what the responsibility of humans was towards
nature. Most interviewees argued that humans are part of nature and have a responsibility towards
nature, especially because we are currently deteriorating nature (interviewee 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 11).
"We are all nature. So when we build a city [...] is also just nature, because we build
habitats. Animals build an anthill, we build cities. [...] Whether you call this culture or
nature, that does not matter much. But you are connected to your environment and you
have an impact on that. And if you treat it carelessly then you destroy it, well maybe
not destroy it but make it one-sided. And I think diversity is a strength." (interviewee
4)
This opinion on diversity is also shared by others (interviewee 9, 14). Another interviewee said:
"You are a part of nature and you are a link in the bigger whole. And because we are
animals that can think about it - I think we are the only ones, but I am not sure. But
at least we are one of the most important ones and those who can make it or break it.
And [we] want to stand above everything, except for the mechanisms that [we] put into
action and that will go beyond [us]. That is a very big responsibility for humankind."
(interviewee 5)
Some also argued that taking better care of nature is also, or maybe even mostly, about the survival
of humans (interviewee 4, 12). One interviewee put this opinion into words clearly:
I think we have a responsibility. And if not for ourselves, then for other generations.
[...] I think nature will conquer eventually. We are a small part of the whole, at some
point we will die out and nature will take over." (interviewee 12)
Others see nature more as there for us to use but not abuse (interviewee 10, 12, 13). Even though
all interviewees argued for responsible actions, not all interviewees follow this attitude with their
behaviour, as we shall see in chapter 5.

4.2

A changing view of nature

Next, participants were asked whether their view of nature had changed in the past years and if
the nature guide course had affected this change. Most interviewees mentioned a change in one or
more aspects of a view of nature (14/15). Never once did interviewees say that their view of nature
had become less intense, in the sense that they felt less comfort, less emotions or identified less
with nature.
If their view of nature had changed, many pointed at the nature guide course as the agent
of change. A couple of aspects of the course were named as main sources of change in view of
nature: more knowledge and the ability to understand the complexity of systems; more knowledge
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on environmental issues; becoming familiar with the surrounding nature areas; and the group
atmosphere. Knowledge of nature and the system thinking that this accompanies, firstly, has been
named as something that has deepened their view of nature. This was often mentioned regarding
to the elements of emotional relationship and the view on human-nature relations. The reasoning
behind this was that as they had come to understand more of nature and the fragility of the system,
they found themselves in awe of the grandness of nature (interviewee 1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 7, 8, 12, 14).
These two quotes illustrate perfectly the opinion of these interviewees:
"Yes [I gained a deeper emotional relationship with nature] because you know more.
Much more details. I have always had a deep bond with nature but now you know more
and you just look differently at things." (interviewee 8)
"Getting it [nature] is already of added value. If I get, when I walk through a rural
area and I see yellow lichen, [...] why they are yellow and why they are there... And
why certain birds are in certain places... I get that and I find that phenomenal. I step
out of the train here in migration time and I hear copperwings flying over, and I think
that is awesome. That those animals are in the city too. I find that beautiful, that you
know those things and see those things and understand them. That gives something
extra." (interviewee 4)
For a few interviewees, knowing more about nature also changed their conduct towards insects
and mice. Previously, they would have treated many insects and animals as vermin, whereas now
they use animal-friendly ways to remove these animals from their house (interviewee 7 and 8).
Moreover, participants understood the impact of negative human conduct better and felt that
they could reason for nature management or sustainable measurements as they had gained more
background knowledge (interviewee 3, 4, 15).
"Knowing more means that you can stand behind something" (interviewee 3)
Another influence of the nature guide course on view of nature was that through the course,
participants became familiar with the surrounding nature areas, as they had many excursions and
had assignments that required them to get to know the area thoroughly (interviewee 1, 3).
"Through learning to watch and to feel at home somewhere [you get a deeper emotional
relationship with nature]. That is also because you just know certain areas well and
you come there and you feel at home. And then [...] you just feel happy." (interviewee 3)
A final influence that was mentioned was the group atmosphere. One interviewee said that they
talked a lot about nature in the group and that group members inspired him because they were all
interested in nature and the environment (interviewee 5).
The participants also mentioned influences on a change in view of nature beside the nature
guide course. Elderly age, for example, was mentioned by one interviewee as a factor of change.
She noted regarding her emotional relation with nature:
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"I am at an age where I forget everything that I have learned. [...] So everything is new
again every time, all the plants and flowers, and I can bring up the same enthusiasm.
And then my husband says: didn’t you have this three years ago too? Well, I am happy
yet again. It is like I see everything for the first time again and that is very beautiful
about this period." (interviewee 14)
If interviewees said that some or all aspects of their view of nature had not changed after the
course, they mostly related this lack of change to the fact that they had spent a lot of time in nature
as a child and already had a strong bond with nature. As a result of their childhood experiences
they were often already active in green organisations or nature recreation, and had weekly nature
experiences of their own (interviewee 6, 10, 11, 15).

4.3

View of nature in a practice-based framework

From the illustrations above, we can conclude that the nature guide course has often altered the
participant’s view of nature toward a deeper nature connection and appreciation. In the next
chapter we will look into the mechanisms that made people participate in sustainable practices
after the nature guide course. Previous literature would focus on the correlation between the view
of nature and sustainable attitudes and behaviour, in other words: if people go from view of nature
to sustainable attitudes and practices. In this research we want to look at how people go from
view of nature and the practices from which this view of nature arises, to sustainable behaviour.
Therefore, we will need to incorporate this view of nature into a practice-based framework. In this
way, this research forms an integrative addition to existing literature on nature connection and
sustainable behaviour, while maintaining its sociological basis.
In the previous literature, view of nature is tied to the individual as an attitude. In this research, however, view of nature is seen from a social practice framework, which means that a
view of nature is seen to belong to a practice. One can argue that every practice entails a certain
view of nature, caught in the meanings of that ritual. When asking about a view of nature in an
interview, the context in which the view of nature is asked about is therefore of great importance.
In this case, the view of nature is asked within the context of the nature guide course. Answers
regarding a view of nature will thus be answered from the point of view of the nature guide practice.
When people no longer participate in the practice, they can still be a carrier of that view of
nature. According to Schatzki (2017), peoples’ emotions, beliefs, identity, goals, values and norms
are influenced by the elements of a practice. This happens when people participate in a practice,
where these aspects of the individual are unconsciously altered to fit the practice. This happens
through habitualisation. Habitualisation can also be found in the IR chains approach, where
Collins calls this "rhythmic entrainment" (Collins 2004, p. 43). If they participate in a new practice
that has a place nearby in the nexus, meaning that practices that have similar meanings, materials
and competences (which will be discussed in chapter 5), chances are that this view of nature will
be carried to another practice and spillover will occur. In the case where little change in view of
nature was reported, this happened because these individuals already carried a similar view of
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nature from other practices, that can be seen as close in the nexus. However, as we shall see in
chapter 5, sustainable practices are further from nature-related practices in the nexus, meaning
that the chances of spillover are lower.
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T HE NEXUS OF PRACTICES

T

his chapter will shed light on the nexus of practices in which the nature course is centered
and the spillover and chaining mechanisms that affect which pathway is followed by an
individual after the course. Originally, the research question entailed only the spillover and

chaining from nature guide course to sustainable practices. However, the research results have
provided us with a more complete view of the pathways that participants follow through the nexus
of practices, also which also include nature-related practices. The previous chapters have prepared
us to discover this nexus. In chapter 3, the elements of the social practice of the nature guide
course have been examined thoroughly. This practice forms the centre of the nexus of practices in
this research, from which chaining and spillover occurs. Chapter 4 has provided a way in which we
can relate this research to the body of research on nature connection and sustainable behaviour by
examining how a view of nature can fit within a social practice framework. This chapter starts

with uncovering the nexus by illustrating the scope of the nexus of practices related to the nature
guide course. The subsequent sections evaluate the effect of the possible chaining and spillover
mechanisms that were illustrated in chapter 2. Moreover, the limits to a sustainable behaviour
change are discussed and reflected on from a practice framework.

5.1

Pathways around the nature guide course

This research has provided a clear view of the pathways, meaning the links that come into existence
when practices are chained to each other, around the nature guide course. As a result, we have an
overview of the nexus of practices around the nature guide course. This section will shed light on
the practices from which individuals came to participate in the nature guide course, and which
practices they participated in after the course. Practices are only clustered in the nexus if chaining
or spillover mechanisms result in participation in practice B after participation in practice A.
Sometimes, this means that participation in practice A is a condition for the participation in
practice B. This is the case with giving excursions: you have to have a diploma as a nature guide
first, in order to be able to give excursions. In other cases, the practice B is not necessarily a part of
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the nexus, but the performance of practice B of a group follows from participation in practice A.
This is the case, for example, with nature recreation. You can participate in this practice coming
from many other practices, but in this case, individuals start recreating in nature as a result of the
nature guide course.

5.1.1

Pathways leading to the nature guide course

Pathways leading to the nature guide course have been discovered by asking the interviewees if
they were involved in nature-related or sustainable practices before participation in the nature
guide course. They were also asked about their reasons to participate in the course. Overall,
pathways that lead to the nature guide course often came from other nature-related practices, as
opposed to sustainability practices.
In many of the cases, interviewees had participated in other IVN practices before the course,
such as excursions and smaller courses (interviewee 1, 3, 10, 11, 13, 14). After following smaller
courses, many felt the need to gain more knowledge than they could get from a four-day course.
For some, following excursions and courses also meant that they had become familiar with the
work of nature guides, which made them enthusiastic about the job.

"Before I followed the [nature guide] course I had already been a member of IVN for a
few years. Within IVN I have followed a few other courses first: the green course, the
fungi course, the tree course. I liked that very much. I also became acquainted with
the work of nature guides because I went along on excursions. I thought that would be
fantastic to do that myself. So when the opportunity arose to follow a course in that, I
subscribed immediately." (Interviewee 1)

Moreover, some interviewees explained that they had participated in practices engaged by other
nature organisations before coming to the nature guide course. For some, this previous practice
was a paid job (interviewee 6, 11), for others this was volunteer work (interviewee 5, 10). Some had
also set up their own company or initiative that concerned nature (interviewee 2, 10, 14, 15). One
interviewee, for example, had started a nature club for kids (interviewee 10). Reasons for following
the nature guide course were often to get the didactic skills and the diploma to guide adults or
children around in nature (5/15). Finally, others came to the nature guide course because they
had hobbies that related to nature, such as birding or gardening (interviewee 2, 4, 7, 8, 9), which
sparked their interest to know more about nature.
Pathways from sustainable practices that led to participation in the nature guide course were
much more scarce. Although some said that they had been participating in one or more sustainable
practices, very few named these practices as predecessors to the nature guide course. Only one
interviewee explicitly said that his sustainable practices, i.e. getting solar panels and a sun boiler
and reading the Club of Rome rapport, were amongst the reasons to participate in the nature guide
course (interviewee 12).
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5.1.2

Pathways leading from the nature guide course

Pathways leading from the course to other practices (e.g. a spillover to other practices) have been
discovered by asking interviewees if they were active in nature-related or sustainable activities
after the course. A spillover in elements of a practice was also asked about: participants were
asked whether they had started doing things differently (more sustainably) than before.
After the course, all of the interviewees started participating in other nature-related practices. Of
these practices, many were IVN-related practices. All interviewees were involved in guiding practices and gave excursions throughout the year, although they differed in the quantity of excursions
per year. Most interviewees were active in one or more working groups of their department (10/15).
Two interviewees, for example, were involved in the working group "Green and Space" ("Groen en
Ruimte"), where their main goal was to make sure that the interests of nature were guaranteed in
spatial planning and decision-making (interviewee 4, 5). Others were part of a working group that
focused on planning and giving excursions, events and courses around a certain topic (8/15). Some
had also fulfilled a position in the board of their local department during or after their course (3/15).
A few, furthermore, were also active in the new nature guide course, either as a (guest) lecturer, a
mentor, a supporter or an organiser (7/15). Only a few were not as active and only volunteered to
do an excursion a few times a year (2/15).
However, many nature-related practices that followed after the nature guide course also took
place outside of IVN. First of all, the graduated guides often took their expertise to other nature
organisations (9/15). These practices varied from organising excursions, doing nature management
work, and monitoring. Besides using their expertise in these organisations, some also tried to gain
more expertise from these organisations, by going on excursions or following other courses (4/15).
Another interviewee was a volunteer in other practices: she maintained a monastery garden and
volunteered at nursery garden (interviewee 9). Furthermore, recreation was also a practice that
interviewees participated in often. As mentioned in chapter 3, recreation was often done with
those they knew from IVN, or from other practices that followed after the nature guide course. One
interviewee mentioned that after the nature guide course she had followed a course at the KNNV,
where she had met new people. With one of these people and another nature guide she knew from
her nature guide course, she would go out for walks in nature (interviewee 1).
Besides nature-related practices, sustainable practices also followed from the nature guide course.
In most of these instances, elements of a certain practice were altered to become sustainable
practices, e.g. a spillover occurred. There are two different types of sustainable practices that can
be discerned: First, there are practices in which sustainability is the key concept around which the
practice evolves, such as finding ways in which the plastic soup issue can be addressed. In this
case, we can speak of a chaining of practices if such practices are adopted after the course. Second,
there are practices in which sustainability decides the way in which a certain activity is carried out.
Using biodegradable cleaning products, for example, is a sustainable way to clean the house, which
can be seen as the main practice. The first of these types of sustainable practices was not found in
this research often. In one occasion, an interviewee said she had set up a temporary working group
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to promote sustainability in her department (interviewee 7). Others mentioned behaviour in the
second category (9/15), for example that they cycled more than before, especially when going to a
nature area (interviewee 1, 13, 15) or that they altered their consumption behaviour (interviewee
5, 7, 12). Some also tried to bring sustainability into their guiding practices, for example by talking
about trash or giving children the assignment to pick up trash on their way (interviewee 1, 9).
One interviewee, who was a high school teacher, tried to talk about sustainability in her lessons
(interviewee 2).

5.1.3

Overview of the nexus of practices

Figure 5.1 provides an overview of the nexus of practices.

5.2

Chaining and spillover mechanisms

Although the overview of the nexus also considers practices before the nature guide course, this
research is focused on the effect of the nature guide course on other practices. Therefore, this
section will only focus on chaining and spillover mechanisms after the nature guide course.

5.2.1

Competences

Competences were introduced in chapter 2 as a chaining mechanism, as competences that are are
learned in one practice can also be used in other practices. Competences can also be a spillover
element as knowledge or skills learned in one practice can result in doing things a different way in
other practices. Both mechanisms were found in this research.
First, competences were found to be a chaining mechanism as natural knowledge was applicable in other nature-related practices, both inside and outside IVN, such as guiding practices and
nature maintenance practices. Didactic skills served a similar purpose. Besides chaining other
nature-related practices, some interviewees participated in the nature guide course for a second
time, albeit fulfilling a different role: they became teachers, mentors or provided a helping hand.
In this case, we can speak of a loop-chaining mechanism, whereby people can participate in the
same practice in different, subsequent roles. In this way, they can become role models for new
participants in the practice.
Second, competences were a reason for spillover from the nature guide course to other practices. Especially system thinking and seeing how ingenious and fragile the system was, led many
to become more aware of sustainability (see section 3.2). Furthermore, the course content that was
specifically dedicated to sustainability also raised awareness for some (7/15). Interestingly, the
amount of time and information that was dedicated to sustainability was evaluated by students
from the same course differently. One participant from the course in Nijmegen mentioned that the
concept sustainability kept coming back throughout the course (interviewee 1), whereas others
in that same course said it only came by a few times (interviewee 2, 3, 5). However, awareness
does not imply behaviour. Only for some, this awareness resulted in altered behaviour (4/15), of
which many in only one practice, such as cycling more often instead of taking the car (interviewee
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F IGURE 5.1. The nexus of practices around the nature guide course. The dotted line in
the middle provides a time frame, where practices on the left are those that are
performed in before the nature guide course, whereas those on the right are the ones
chained or spilled over into after the course. The practices on the dotted line are
those that are both performed in before and after, although by different participants.
The thickness of the arrows illustrates the number of participants coming or going.
The numbers of the practices correspond to the numbers and practices listed in the
bottom left corner. The difference in colours and lines is illustrated on the bottom
right corner.

1), looking where food in the store come from (interviewee 12), and eating more environmentally
friendly food (interviewee 5).
Finally, knowledge of nature altered many of the interviewees recreation practices, as was also
discussed elaborately in section 3.1 (8/15). In this case the competences of studying nature is spilled
over to recreation, as walking is done in a slower pace with stopping many times in order to study
something one comes across.
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5.2.2

Meanings

Meanings were conceptualised in chapter 2 as a chaining and spillover mechanism that would work
in a similar fashion as competences. Identity markers, appreciation for nature, and norms would
lead participants to other nature-related or sustainable practices in which these same meanings
played a role, and could alter the way in which they carried out certain practices. In this was,
cognitive resonance - a feeling of comfort because meanings feel familiar and "right" - can be felt.
From the results it can be concluded that meanings provide a very strong chaining and spillover
mechanism.
Appreciation for nature, firstly, was discovered as a chaining and spillover mechanism. An impact
that was mentioned numerously was when the natural areas the interviewees cherished were
in danger or nuisance was experienced in those areas. Trash was one thing that was mentioned
many times as a nuisance and a danger (4/15). Another danger that was mentioned often (6/15)
was construction of roads, buildings or wind mills. Especially trash was cause for participants to
change their behaviour, either to talk about it in their excursions or to pick it up. However, concern
about spatial planning can also be seen as a spillover in meanings, even though there cannot yet
be seen a change in behaviour. In the future, however, it could alter behaviour, for example in
voting practices. This also shows that while materials, in this case the natural surroundings, can
form basis for chaining and spillover, this always happens through the meanings (or competences)
attached to the material arrangements.
Identity, secondly, was found to be a chaining mechanism to other recreational and guiding
practices. First, some interviewees said that, as they were identified as a nature person by others,
they were asked to guide a group of friends or acquaintances sometimes (3/15). One interviewee
also mentioned that as a nature guide she had to keep up with new developments around natural
knowledge. Concerning going to different nature areas more often, she said:
"[I have] the feeling that I should keep up with what happens outside and follow certain
developments for example. Also because I guide, that [I feel like] I have to know that. I
feel much more concerned with that than in the past." (Interviewee 1)
Finally, norms were also part of the chaining mechanisms. As was discussed previously, there was
emphasis on chaining in the nature guide course as it was desired that participants would take
up some role in the organisation after the course. Indeed, many of the interviewees took up some
role in organisational practices such as a working group(13/15), and all interviewees took up the
practice of guiding. The specifics of these roles were discussed in section 5.1.2.

5.2.3

Cognitive dissonance

Cognitive dissonance as opposed to cognitive resonance, e.g. the feeling of discomfort when participating according to the meanings in a certain practice goes against the meanings of another
practice and therefore may feel wrong, was mentioned as a spillover mechanism in chapter 2.
Cognitive dissonance also featured in the original theory of spillover by Thøgersen & Crompton
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(2009), but is embedded here within the social practice theory. Cognitive dissonance can happen
when meanings of one practice are spilled over into another practice, which result in negative
emotions in the latter practice and may also result in a change in other elements. During the
interviews feelings of dissonance were sometimes questioned but also naturally arose from the
conversation. This is illustrated by the following quotes:
"There are some things I do not do right yet. I am not a vegetarian, and biological
vegetables is something that I should buy more often." (Interviewee 10)
"This year [I am flying] three times. [...] I find that difficult, I have to be honest. But
that is the problem, you will never prohibit flying again, you just have to make it way
more expensive [...]." (interviewee 13)
The conclusion from the interviews is that cognitive dissonance is felt by more than half of
the interviewees (8/15), but the feeling has only resulted in behaviour change in one occasion
(interviewee 7). Car usage and flying were the most mentioned practices when talking about
cognitive dissonance. When participants with no behaviour change were asked what prevented
them from acting according to their cognitive dissonance, some answered that there were other
values and norms that were more important. For example, some felt the urge to travel and see new
things in faraway countries (5/15). Many also resorted to explaining how they compensated for
their guilt-felt behaviour with other behaviours. Two interviewees, for example, mentioned that
they were going to inform others about the country as soon as they had returned (interviewee 12,
15).
"I am going to try, when I went there [Costa Rica], to tell other people something about
the country so that they do not all have to go there. (Interviewee 12)
Others thought of compensating with other sustainable behaviours, such as energy usage or all
the holidays that were spent close to home.
"I want to go to Suriname very badly. I’ve heard a lot about that country. And then
you’ll have to [fly]. [...] So maybe I will compensate that a little with my solar panels
and bio food." (Interviewee 13)
One interviewee did report a change in behaviour after feelings of discomfort. She became aware of
her footprint through a test they did during the course after which she started feeling discomfort
about her flying habits and car usage. She said:
"We want to go to Sardinia now, that is very easy to fly to. But I don’t want that.[...]
and that is also the reason why we got rid of one car. I cannot account for this with my
conscience. It is not right for me, that we are all for being careful with the environment and live sustainably but that we have a second car and fly all over the world."
(Interviewee 7)
From the results we can conclude that cognitive dissonance is a spillover mechanism in this case
study. This spillover causes negative emotions or friction within the current practice. Even though
this may not necessarily lead to a change in sustainable behaviour, it does alter the meanings of
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the practice, as we have seen in the previous section. An explanation for the fact that cognitive
dissonance does not necessarily lead to a change in behaviour will be discussed in section 5.3.

5.2.4

Interaction rituals

A successful ritual, according to Collins, would lead to a chaining of rituals. As we have established
in chapter 3, the nature guide course can indeed be seen as a successful ritual-practice. Now, it
is time to evaluate whether or not the successful ritual has lead to other ritual-practices. Collins
argues for emotional energy in individuals and the corresponding symbols as the main motivator
for participation in other ritual-practices. Group solidarity and standards of morality can also be
seen as chaining mechanisms, as a ritual can resonate with the group solidarity or morality of the
previous ritual. This is a chaining mechanism that works the same as the meanings of the social
practice. In a way, all four outcomes of a successful ritual can be seen as part of the meanings of a
social practice. The reason it is treated as a separate chaining mechanism is that the IR chains
approach gives more insight into individual and group agency, as was mentioned previously in
chapter 2.
Emotional energy was difficult to capture, but its existence can be derived from stories of the
interviewees. As mentioned previously, many interviewees participated in other nature-related
activities after the course, from which we can conclude that they were motivated and confident to
act as a nature guide after the course. A specific recollection of that feeling, however, was never
mentioned during the interviews. However, during the observations it was clear that emotional
energy was being accumulated as students were trained to guide through many assignments,
giving them ample opportunity to gain confidence, strength and enthusiasm to take action after
the course. Moreover, as there was a lot of attention to the individual, whereby the weaknesses,
strengths and growth were monitored, confidence and strength was built. This was mentioned by a
few interviewees (4/15). One interviewee captures this emotional energy well:
"The system they maintain is: you guide 10 minutes, people participate and they give
input. They always look at: what did you think went well, what could be better? And
then they answer what they think was good and what could be better. Not what went
wrong, but what could be better. They look at your personality, what are your qualities
and which qualities could you enhance. [...] With this system, the nature guide course
has made me and my personality grow." (Interviewee 2)
Group solidarity was also apparent as a chaining mechanism. Interviewees said that they had
joined a certain practice because they were asked by their fellow IVN people (interviewee 1, 2, 7, 8,
9, 11, 15).
"Because you have some nice people, you have respect for them and you will participate
again more quickly." (Interviewee 15)
Sometimes this group solidarity is even extended beyond the ritual participants to all IVN members.
This shows that the identity markers are often not tied to the nature guide course only, but are
shared by all IVN-related practices.
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"I was very interested in fungi, but that was new to me. I was then asked by a very
experienced IVN member to set up a fungi course together with some other people.
That is so much fun to do." (Interviewee 1)
Group solidarity also promoted conducting recreational practices together (interviewee 1, 5, 6, 9).
Participants would recreate together, especially with their former mentor group, but also with
people outside of their IVN course group.
"Every year we [our mentor group] have a picnic on a nice summer evening at that
Zwanenbroekje. Then you sit at a place where you see nothing, completely inside the
plants. Then we go watch beavers in the evening." (interviewee 5)
Awareness about sustainability was also mentioned as an outcome of group solidarity (interviewee
5, 9). In one case it enforced the practices that people already performed in. As one interviewee
mentioned, she was stimulated by the good energy in the group and the bonding experiences they
had had together, such as working in the freezing cold. She also enjoyed spending time with people
who knew more than she did so she could learn new things (interviewee 9). In the other case,
inspiration about the connection between food, nature and sustainability was gained from other
group members, which led to a change in food consumption (interviewee 5). Group solidarity can
therefore also be seen as a spillover mechanism in one case.
Group morality, finally, was also discovered to play a role in chaining of practices. As mentioned
previously, interviewees said that they participated in certain practices because they were asked
by their fellow course students. Morality also played a role in this chain, as some interviewees felt
that they had to jump in to give an excursion when asked in case there were not enough guides
(interviewee 2, 8). This points to a feeling of morality that it is important that nature excursions
must go on. Moreover, the group morality also entailed sustainable practices. Some interviewees
said that they tried to inform people of the importance of sustainability in their excursions (1,
11). As mentioned before in section 3.4, one of the symbols of the group morality was IVN and
its trademark "Institute for nature education and sustainability". This specific trademark was
deemed by some interviewees as important (3/15) and one pointed to some implications of this
morality for the conduct between IVN members (interviewee 1). She said that because IVN stands
for sustainability, members of IVN remind each other of this and discuss this with each other.
"For example when an email goes out to students saying you have to be there for the
excursion. You can put that in your GPS. And that someone else from the group has to
say: we should encourage people to travel with public transport!" (Interviewee 1)
Another also argued that it nature organisations such as IVN have the chance to make a difference
by informing people about sustainability (interviewee 11). Implications of the fact that IVN removed
"sustainability" from its trademark will be discussed in chapter 6.

5.3

Limits to spillover or chaining

As we can conclude from this section, many practices are chained to the practice of the nature
guide course. There have also been some occasions of spillover, especially in sustainable practices.
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This was shown in figure 5.1. Four mechanisms have been studied, of which all have proven to
result in spillover or chaining. Yet, most of the practices in the nexus of the nature guide course
remain nature-related practices, whereas sustainable practices are less present in the nexus and
are performed by less participants. As many interviewees said that they had become more aware of
the need for sustainability, but often do not alter their most environmentally harmful behaviours,
this research has encountered an attitude-behaviour gap. In this section, explanations for this gap
are provided. First, the explanations of the interviewees are outlined. Second, an explanation from
a social practice framework is found for this lack of spillover and chaining to sustainable practices.
When asked what limited interviewees to adopt certain sustainable behaviours, many explanations were mentioned. To start with, family was mentioned as a limit to sustainable behaviour,
as partners and children did not always want to adopt behaviours such as eating vegetarian food
(4/15). Moreover, nutrition played a role in adopting a vegetarian lifestyle (3/15). This came up
either in occasions of children that were still in growth or elderly age. In both instances, people
were worried that they would not get enough nutritional value from a vegetarian diet. Money
was also a limit to adopting certain behaviours, such as buying solar panels, a sun boiler, a more
sustainable car or train tickets instead of buying a cheap flight (3/15). Time, similarly, was a limit,
as travelling with another mode of transport than a plane would take much more time (2/15). A
fifth limit was the feeling of being stuck in a system that one cannot change alone, in which other
people keep on acting unsustainably so that it feels like you might as well do it too (3/15). Finally,
other values such as taste, having adequate knowledge, wanting to see other countries and freedom
were at stake if one were to adopt certain sustainable behaviours.
From the explanations above we can conclude that many limits to sustainable behaviour have to do
with other meanings, materials and competences that belong to different practices such as going
on holiday, cooking vegetarian food or energy consumption. From a social practice perspective we
can argue that while interviewees have mastered certain meanings, competences, and materials
belonging to the nature guide course, these elements are not applicable in some other practices
or have to compete with more dominant meanings, materials and competences. Therefore, while
feelings of discomfort can arise when evaluating behaviour from within the nature guide course,
they will not easily result in behaviour change. In this case the nature guide course entails feelings
of affection for nature and therefore seems to stimulate sustainable awareness and behaviour.
When participating in this practice, interviewees can evaluate that they don’t behave according
to these meanings in other practices and feel discomfort. However, other practices entail other
meanings, competences and materials. Going on holiday, for example, contains meanings, materials
and competences such as: flying is easiest and fastest, and it is important that you don’t lose too
much time on getting to your destination. Moreover, seeing more of the world and feeling free is
important. When participating in the practice of holidays, they will most likely perform behaviour
that is congruent with these elements. Therefore, the less elements practices share, the less likely
it is that certain meanings, competences and materials are spilled over and change behaviour. This
means that the practices are further away from each other in the nexus.
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5.3.1

Conclusion

This chapter has shed light on the nexus of practices around the nature guide course. We have
established which practices were participated in before and after the course. Furthermore, the
hypothetical chaining and spillover mechanisms were evaluated on their applicability in this case.
From this we can conclude that practices that are chained are usually nature-related practices,
whereas practices in which a spillover happens are usually sustainable practices. Furthermore,
we have concluded that meanings, competences and the outcomes of the interaction ritual were
supported as a chaining and spillover mechanism in this case. Cognitive dissonance, while felt by
many, caused a change in behaviour in very few cases. As a result from these chaining mechanisms,
certain behaviours are more likely to change or adopted than others. The closer a practice is in
the nexus, e.g. the more the elements are similar to the nature guide course, the more likely it
is that practices are participated in. Therefore, more nature-related practices were chained to
the nature guide course than sustainable practices. Moreover, in the sustainability practices, the
ones that had more elements in common were also more likely to change. Doing something about
trash, for example, can contain some similar elements as the nature guide course, for example the
natural surroundings are similar, which interviewees have come to appreciate, and trash picking
can be done within the organisation of IVN where they identify with and feel group solidarity (in
excursions). This is contrary to going on holiday, where there are less shared elements with the
nature guide course, especially those that proved to be a spillover or chaining mechanism. The
limitations to a behaviour change that the interviewees spoke of can also be explained from this
framework, as there are often other elements in sustainable practices that are more dominant.
This framework sheds a different light on the attitude-behaviour gap and explains why people
may find certain things important, but act differently. It can also provide some insight into ways
in which nature education can play a role in sustainable behaviour. This will be explored in the
discussion chapter, which we shall now turn to.
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his research has been conducted with great scrutiny. This has resulted in some theoretical additions and remarkable findings. However, in hindsight, some methodological and
theoretical aspects need to be evaluated. In this section, therefore, the research will be

evaluated and some suggestions for future research will be made.

6.1

Methodological reflection

In this research, a mix of random, snowball sampling and informed sampling was used, as it
proved to be very difficult to get access to participants. In some cases, a preassembled list of
possible respondents was e-mailed personally. These contacts all responded to my request. In other
cases, a general email was sent out to all students of a past nature guide course. The people who
responded to this email were probably those who were keen to talk about their experiences and
thought this was an important subject to talk about. However, those who did not answer a general
email could have provided variation in the data. In hindsight, an alternative approach to sampling
might have been a better way to provide a more random sample. One way in which randomisation
could have been encouraged is by selecting a number of participants from an emailing list blindly
and then personally addressing them. A personal request could increase the response-rate, while
maintaining a random sample.
Moreover, the influence of the researcher has had implications for this research. First, the fact
that the researcher was also part of IVN has influenced this research. On the one hand, it has
made it easier to contact respondents, due to the available network and shared identity. On the
other hand, it may have influenced the context in which the answers were given, as some of the
elements of the practice were shared. Although many have given answers that were not given to
please (e.g. that were not in line with the meanings of IVN), it cannot be said for certain that some
things were not mentioned in favour of these meanings. Moreover, several interviewees mentioned
that the influence of the researcher may alter their behaviour in the future (3/15). For some, this
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was because talking about it gave them new ideas. For others, it was because they felt cognitive
dissonance during the interview. This, again, shows that certain elements of the nature guide
course, such as IVN identity, shared morality, and appreciation for nature, were present during the
interview.

6.2

Theoretical implications

This research has looked at the relation between nature and sustainability from a sociological
perspective instead of a psychological perspective. In this section the value of this perspective will
be discussed. Moreover, a combination of the social practice theory and the interaction ritual chains
approach was used. Although similar in many ways, the view on the individual differs between
these two theories. Therefore, we will also elaborate on the added value and effectiveness of this
combination.
A social practice perspective has given a different perspective from the mainstream literature
on nature education, nature connection and sustainable behaviour and was able to fill four gaps
in the literature. First, some literature has related nature connection to sustainable behaviour,
without looking into the ways people get more connected to nature (see literature review in chapter 1). Second, others have looked at the relation between nature education, nature connection
and sustainable behaviour, but have focused only on children or adolescents. They argued that
sustainable behaviour results from childhood nature experiences and education and can not be
similarly successful when nature experiences and education happens in adult life. Third, the
mechanisms behind their behaviour change after nature education and nature connection were
also unresearched. This concerns the question of why people start behaving more sustainably as
a result of nature eduction and an increase in nature connection. Fourth, some have found an
increased sustainable attitude without behaviour following that attitude: an attitude-behaviour
gap, which was also discussed in chapter 1. However, little has been said about whether you can
bridge this gap and how this can be done.
The approach that was developed in this thesis provides an integrated framework to address
these gaps. It focuses on nature education for adults (for a more elaborate illustration, see section
6.3), looks into the ways in which nature connection (view of nature) is increased, and looks into
the mechanisms that alter sustainable behaviour. It also explains why an attitude-behaviour gap
arises and how it can be bridged (see section 6.3). A social practice has proven to be well-suited
to address this complicated and multi-faceted issue. Moreover, although the primary goal of this
research was to establish what effect a intensive nature experience had on sustainable behaviour,
the final question was altered to fit the more elaborated results from this research. Instead of an
intensive nature experience, the research showed that all elements of the practice of the nature
guide course were important to evaluate. In addition, the research gave a broader view on the
consequences of participating in a nature education course than expected. Therefore, the entire
nexus of practices was investigated instead.
The framework has provided us with a detailed network with mechanisms that show us how
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and why people move from one practice to another or change elements in a practice. This framework has provided an alternative view on nexuses of practices. Instead of analysing existing
practices and nexuses, it has observed the development of a nexus from a chronological viewpoint.
In this, the role of the individual and groups have also proven to be important, as they are the
pavers of the pathways that connect one practice to the next. The interaction ritual chains approach
proved to be an inspiration for this point of view, as this is a theoretical framework that places the
cause of the chaining of rituals in individual and group motivation.
The addition of the interaction ritual chains approach has also been helpful in other ways. The term
"chaining" that was borrowed from this approach has been very adequate to describe what happens
when some participates in a new practice as a result of another practice. It gives a more clear idea
of direction and speaks to the imagination. Moreover, the outcomes of the interaction ritual have
proven to play a large part in chaining of practices and spilling over elements to other practices.
However, the interaction ritual chains approach does not include knowledge in the interaction
ritual outcomes. In this way, the social practice approach also proved to be an addition to the interaction ritual chains approach. A spillover, furthermore, was also something that was not included
in the interaction ritual chains approach, in which only chaining had been deemed an option.
Future research could provide a more integrated framework to include these different elements
and avoid overlap between the two theories. In this case, meanings of the practices often got tangled up with the outcomes of an interaction ritual, which can also be seen as meanings of the course.
Finally, cognitive dissonance was embedded in a social practice framework. The fact that this
spillover results in negative emotions in another practice sheds a different light on the social practice theory, in which elements always hang together in a positive way and help people understand
how they need to act successfully. Contrary to hanging together, this research has shown that there
can also be friction in a practice and that elements may not hang together in a positive way all the
time. It can even cause confusion for those who perform the practice.

6.3

Bridging the gap

This case study has provided a valuable illustration of the social practice theory, and also contains
some more remarkable findings. First, it has become clear that a spillover to sustainable practices
is more likely to happen when there are some shared elements with the nature education practice.
Many of the things that were deemed a problem of sustainability, were things that were harmful
for the nearby nature. Most behaviours that were altered had something to do with nature as
well, such as picking up trash or educating others about this, cycling to nature areas instead of
taking the car, and changing a diet to include products that were more local or home-grown and
felt closer to nature. This research has pointed towards the importance of the materials as a trigger
for meanings, in this case the nature areas to which people are attached. The combination of these
elements makes it more likely for a spillover to happen. Therefore, if we wish to bridge the gap
between nature appreciation and sustainable behaviour, a focus on shared elements is necessary
(see section 6.4).
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Moreover, this research has shown that nature education can still have an effect on adult behaviour. Previous literature on nature education, nature connection and sustainable behaviour has
focused mainly on children and adolescents, as they argue that motivation to act sustainably is
formed in childhood (Otto and Pensini, 2017; Ernst and Theimer, 2011). A large body of literature
argues that children’s nature connection is the link between nature education and sustainable
behaviour, and can be attained through (wild) experiences in nature and knowledge transfer (Wells
and Lekies, 2006; Liefländer et al., 2013). Both the argument about age and about the content of
nature education can be critiqued by this research. For many of the interviewees, motivation to act
sustainably also arose in their adult life after following the nature guide course. Some of these grew
up in cities and did not have wild nature experiences in childhood. Moreover, interviewees view of
nature, and the experiences and competences that strengthened aspects of this, was only one of the
mechanisms that led to more sustainable behaviour. Cognitive dissonance, group solidarity and
morality, and long-term nature experiences that were not necessarily wild, also resulted a spillover
of sustainable elements.

6.4

Recommendations

Concerning the methods used in this research, some suggestions can be made for the future development of this approach. In this research a qualitative combination of interviews and participant
observation is used. This meant that the effect of the nature guide course on sustainable behaviour
could only be investigated from a few respondents, some of which reported no sustainable behaviour
change at all. A mixed-methods approach can provide a valuable addition in future research. Moreover, as mentioned previously, a different sampling method can provide more variation in the
results.
The findings of this research can also provide some recommendations for nature education. First,
this research has shown that nature education can still have an effect on adult sustainable behaviour. Therefore, programmes directed at adults should not be underestimated. Moreover, if
nature education is dedicated to promoting sustainable behaviour, this may be done successfully by
finding common ground between the competences, meanings and materials of the nature education
practice and sustainable practices. Sustainable practices will then be closer in the nexus and result
in spillover more easily.
A specific recommendation for IVN can also be made. As we have seen in chapter 5, symbols
that arise from institutional structures may come to lead a life of their own. In this case, the fact
that IVN used to have ’sustainability’ in their trademark, resulted in a moral responsibility of IVN
members to act sustainably in IVN activities and beyond. As IVN has removed sustainability from
its name tag, the consequences of this can be undesired. Without this clear mission statement, the
currently existing moral responsibility might subside as well, leading to less sustainable actions
by IVN members. Therefore, if IVN still values sustainability, it is recommended to reconsider
the removal of sustainability from their name or consider another way to obtain the same moral
responsibility, as the symbolic meaning plays a role in the behaviour of their volunteers.
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C ONCLUSION

This thesis was dedicated to unravel the effect of an intensive nature education course on naturerelated and sustainable behaviour. In order to answer this question, a theoretical framework was
established that centered around the social practice theory. The social practice theory is an entirely
different approach to this subject from previous research, as it sees social mechanisms as the basis
for behaviour change instead of psychological mechanisms which previously formed the theoretical
basis of the literature on this subject. Behaviour change, arguing from a social practice framework,
could happen either through spillover or chaining. A spillover would mean that elements of one
social practice would arise in another social practice via the individual. Chaining would happen
when an individual performs in practice B because of the performance in practice A. Performing
in practice A is therefore a condition to perform in practice B. However, very little has been
written about these spillover or chaining mechanisms, which resulted in a number of hypothetical
mechanisms that were derived from the literature: practice B is congruent with competences of
practice A; the meanings of practice B resonate with the meanings of practice A, causing cognitive
resonance; the meanings of practice B do not resonate with the meanings of practice A, causing
cognitive dissonance; and the nature guide course is successful as an interaction ritual, causing
group solidarity, symbols, morality and emotional energy, which can resonate with similar elements
of other practices.
In order to understand what happened after the nature guide course and to uncover the spillover
and chaining mechanisms that led to this, it was first necessary to shed light on the social practice
of the nature guide course itself. Many elements of the course were discovered. The meanings
were illustrated by a general appreciation for nature, a basis for identity and norms and values
for active participation in IVN after the course. The competences included knowledge on specific
nature elements and system knowledge, knowledge on sustainability issues, and didactic skills.
Materials, finally, comprehended the natural surroundings, the indoor learning environment and
the course materials. The nature guide course also proved to be a successful interaction ritual,
with group solidarity, emotional energy and group morality as main outcomes.
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In order to connect to the previous literature, we have also looked at a view of nature and the
effect of the nature guide course on this. The view of nature was comprised of feelings of comfort in
nature; emotional connection to nature; nature as part of the identity; and a view on the humannature relation. Overall, the interviewees reported a view of nature that was characterised by
much comfort, a deep emotional connection, strong identification with nature and a human-nature
relation that emphasised taking care of nature. Due to the participation in the course, moreover,
these elements were often changed in the sense that they were more intensified. The reported
reasons for this change were: more knowledge and the ability to understand the complexity of
systems; more knowledge on environmental issues; becoming familiar with the surrounding nature
areas; and the group atmosphere. In line with previous literature, we have shown that nature
education indeed intensifies a view of nature. However, from this social practice framework, we
have conceptualised a view of nature as belonging to the meanings of a practice instead of a person.
This has also resulted in a better understanding of a possible gap between nature connection and
sustainable behaviour.
After this, the practice was placed within a nexus of practices, whereby pathways that individuals
had taken before and after the nature guide course made clear which practices were chained
to the course and to what practices a spillover occurred. The mechanisms that were previously
hypothesised were then evaluated to see which mechanisms led to chaining and spillover. All
mechanisms proved to be viable chaining and spillover mechanisms, although cognitive dissonance
mostly led to a spillover in meanings, but rarely led to actual behaviour change. Moreover, many
nature-related practices were chained to the nature guide course, whereas sustainable behaviour
was mostly the result of spillover. Most of the sustainable concerns and behaviours were related to
one of the elements of the nature guide course, such as appreciation for nature and morality. The
limits to sustainable behaviour that were experienced, on the contrary, referred to elements that
did not feature in the nature guide course. In this line of reasoning, the more elements a practice
has in common with a previous practice, the more likely it is that practices become chained or that
elements spill over. Moreover, the more elements in common, the closer a practice is in a nexus
From this thesis it has also become clear why the IVN nature guide course is so successful: the
practice entails strong meanings which ensure the chaining to other nature education practices,
often within IVN and sometimes even within the nature guide course. It therefore ensures the
continuation of the organisational practices.
In conclusion, this research has provided an elaborate answer to the question: What is the effect of
an intensive nature education course on nature-related and sustainable behaviour? An intensive
nature education course provides the basis for chaining and spillover mechanisms that alters the
behaviour of the participant in other practices. It does so through strong meanings, in which an
intensified view of nature is embedded, and group solidarity and morality, that resonate with in
other practices, and the competences that one learns in the nature education course that can or
have to be used in other practices. In the nexus of practices, nature-related practices are closer
(e.g. have more elements in common) and are tied into the nexus through chaining. Sustainable
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practices are further away and are tied into the nexus through spillover. The sustainable practices
that are closer in the nexus, whereby spillover happens more easily, are those that have more
elements in common with the nature education course. Therefore, if nature education is intended
to promote sustainable behaviour, it is valuable to establish a connection between education and
behaviour through shared elements.
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A

A

L IST OF INTERVIEWS

Table A.1: List of interviews
Number
Interviewee 1
Interviewee 2
Interviewee 3
Interviewee 4
Interviewee 5
Interviewee 6
Interviewee 7
Interviewee 8
Interviewee 9
Interviewee 10
Interviewee 11
Interviewee 12
Interviewee 13
Interviewee 14
Interviewee 15

IVN Department
Rijk van Nijmegen
Rijk van Nijmegen
Rijk van Nijmegen
Rijk van Nijmegen
Rijk van Nijmegen
Rijk van Nijmegen
Deventer/Zutphen/Noord-midden Achterhoek
Oost-Achterhoek
Deventer/Zutphen/NMA
Rijk van Nijmegen
Zuid-Kennemerland
Zuid-Kennemerland
Zuid-Kennemerland
Deventer/Zutphen/NMA
Zuid-Kennemerland
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Year Graduation
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2014
2013
2014
2013
2014
2017
2017
2017
2013
2017

PPENDIX

A

B

L IST OF OBSERVATIONS

Table B.1: List of observations
IVN Department
Rijk van Nijmegen

Setting
Excursion

Rijk van Nijmegen

Working group market

Deventer/Zutphen/NMA

Lecture evening plant determination
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Location
Kronenburgerpark,
Nijmegen
University of Applied
Sciences HAN, Nijmegen
De Ulebelt, Deventer

Date
24-2-2018
29-3-2018
25-4-2018

APPENDIX

C

I NTERVIEW Q UESTIONS

Primaire vragen

Vervolgvragen

Algemene informatie
Wat is uw leeftijd?
Wat is uw leefsituatie?

Waar woont u? Heeft u een partner of
kinderen?

In welk jaar heeft u de natuurgidsencursus
afgerond?
Informatie over deelname NGC
Wat waren uw redenen om de cursus te volgen?

Natuurkennis? Didactische vaardigheden?

Wat doet u nu met uw diploma als natuurgids?

Kennis over duurzaamheid?
Bent u actief als een natuurgids? Bent u actief

Bent u nog op actief in de natuur of met du-

binnen het IVN? Bent u actief buiten het IVN?
Recreeërt u vaak in de natuur? Volgt u andere

urzaamheid?
In het geval van ja: bent u met deze activiteiten

cursussen? Zit u bij een andere vereniging?

begonnen voor, tijdens of na de natuurgidsencursus?
Informatie over de groep
Kunt u kort de groep beschrijven waarmee u

Aantal, diversiteit in achtergrond, affiniteit en

de natuurgidsencursus heeft gevolgd?
Hoe was de sfeer binnen de groep?

ervaring met natuur en duurzaamheid?
Kon u het goed met elkaar vinden? Spraken
jullie buiten de cursus ook wel eens af? Was
het erg gezellig?
Een gewoonte, symbool, traditie, specifiek on-

Was er iets wat jullie groep karakteriseerde?

derwerp waar een gedeelte passie voor was,
etc.?
Komen jullie nog wel eens bijeen? Delen jullie

Heeft u nu nog contact met de deelnemers van
de groep? Hoe is dat contact?
View of nature

informatie via de computer? etc.
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APPENDIX C. INTERVIEW QUESTIONS

Table C.1 continued from previous page
Introductie: Ik ga u nu vragen stellen over uw
kijk op natuur, de manier waarop dit in de
loop van de afgelopen vijf jaar wellicht is veranderd, en de manier waarop uw deelname
aan de natuurgidsencursus daar een rol in
heeft gespeeld. Deze natuurkijk bestaat uit
vier facetten: een gevoel van comfort in de
natuur, een emotionele band met de natuur,
de manier waarop natuur een rol speelt in uw
identiteit en de manier waarop u de relatie
tussen mens en natuur ziet. Deze gaan we nu
een voor een af.
Hoe comfortabel voelt u zich in de nautur en is

Bent u graag in de natuur? Recreeërt u er veel?

dat veranderd in de afgelopen vijf jaar?

Voelt u zich veilig in de natuur? Vind u het in

Heeft u een emotionele band met de natuur? en

alle weersomstandigheden even prettig.?
Bent u gehecht aan een natuurge-

is deze dieper, gelijk, of minder diep geworden

bied/natuursoort? Heb je een gevoel van

in de afgelopen vijf jaar?

overweldiging of schoonheid in de natuur? Of

Speelt de natuur een grote rol in uw identiteit

positieve of negatieve gevoelens in de natuur?
Als u uzelf omschrijft, noemt u dan de natuur?

en hoe is dit veranderd in de afgelopen vijf

Bijvoorbeeld: natuurmens, buitenmens, natu-

jaar?
Hoe denkt u over de relatie tussen mens en

urliefhebber?
Heeft de mens verantwoordelijkheid voor de

natuur en is dat veranderd in de afgelopen vijf

zorg van de natuur? Is de natuur daar voor ons

jaar?

om van te genieten of te gebruiken? Moeten we
het geheel met rust laten?

Zou u zeggen dat de natuurgidsencursus effect heeft gehad op deze aspecten van kijk op
natuur?
Welke aspecten van de natuurgidsencursus

De kennis, de groep, het vaak zijn in de natuur,

hebben aan deze verandering bijgedragen?

gehecht raken aan een specifiek natuurgebied,
uw normen en waarden?

Kunt u zo nodig nog een andere oorzaak noemen van deze verandering?
Duurzaamheid
Introductie: Nu stappen we over op duurzaamheid. Ik ga u vragen stellen over uw duurzame gedrag, of dit in de loop van de tijd
veranderd is en of de natuurgidsencursus daar
een oorzaak van is.
Wat u tijdens de natuurgidsencursus geleerd
over duurzaamheid?
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Table C.1 continued from previous page
Kunt u aangeven op welke manieren u reken-

U kunt denken aan: energie, waterverbruik,

ing hield met duurzaamheid en milieu voordat

voedsel, consumptiegoederen, vervoer, afval,

u deelnam aan de natuurgidsencursus?

stemmen op een groene partij, meedoen aan
collectieve duurzaamheidsacties

Diezelfde aspecten, is daar iets in veranderd in
de afgelopen 2-5 jaar (afhankelijk van wanneer
de cursus af is gerond)
Heeft uw deelname aan de natuurgidsencursus

De groep, kennis, gewoonten, gevoel dat u tij-

een rol gespeeld in deze verandering? Welke

dens de NGC goed bezig was, daarbuiten niet,

aspecten van de natuurgidsencursus?

gevoel dat u tijdens de NGC goed bezig was, en
dat motivatie gaf om iets te veranderen.

Zijn er ook andere oorzaken van deze verandering?
In geval van geen verandering: waarom heeft

Wat maakt het moeilijk of onaantrekkelijk?

u uw gedrag niet verduurzaamd?
Zou u nog iets willen veranderen in uw gedrag?

Op welke manieren? Wat is ervoor nodig om
dat te doen?

In geval van al heel duurzaam: heeft u het idee
dat u anderen geïnspireerd of beïnvloed heeft
met uw duurzame gedrag?
Denkt u dat er een belangrijke relatie bestaat
tussen natuur - natuurervaring of -waardering
- en duurzaamheid?
Vind u dat het een doelstelling van de natuurgidsenopleiding moet zijn om duurzaam
gedrag te bewerkstelligen?
Heeft u nog vragen voor mij?
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Table D.1: Quotes Chapter 3
p. 22

"Knowledge of nature: the knowledge of lit-

"Maar de kennis van de natuur: van diert-

tle creatures, which animals live in which

jes, welke dieren leven in welke regio’s, hoe

area, how is a landscape built up and how

zit een landschap in elkaar en hoe lees je

do you read that? What is geology? I have

dat? Wat is geologie? Ik bedoel, dat had ik

had that in school, but to learn that in

allemaal wel gehad vroeger, ook in studie,

practice is something different. And which

maar om dat nou in de praktijk te lezen is

plants grow on what kind of soil? [...] fauna

een ander verhaal.Welke planten groeien

mostly and landscapes, reptiles, insects,

er op welke grondsoort? [...] fauna voor-

birds, you name it. You will get it all." (in-

namelijk en landschappen. . . informatie,

terviewee 14)

reptielen, insecten, noem maar op. Dat
krijg je allemaal."

Continued on Next Page. . .
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p. 22

"... Look how an oak tree sprouts in the

“Kijk nou eens hoe een eikenboom in

spring: how do the leaves unfold and when

het voorjaar uitloopt, hoe ontvouwen de

do the acorns, the fruit, start to grow, be-

bladeren zich, en wanneer is die aanzet

cause that ? Where have I ever seen that be-

tot een eikel, de vrucht, want dat moet

fore? I have seen a beech nut or a chestnut

in het klein beginnen. Waar heb ik dat

or an acorn hanging from a tree. You can

ooit gezien? Nee, ik heb weleens een

see that. But it starts somewhere, it has

beukenootje of een tamme kastanje of een

to blossom. How does the flower of an oak

eikel die aan een boom hing, ja dat zie je

tree look? They slowly get discrete green

wel. Maar die begint nog ergens, en een

strings. I had never seen that before. That

eikenboom moet ook gaan bloeien. Hoe ziet

goes for many trees and shrubs. The de-

de bloem eruit van een eikenboom? Daar

tails, IVN is good at that." (interviewee 6)

komen langzaam van die groene onopvallende slierten aan. Ja dat had ik nooit zo
echt gezien. Dat geldt voor een heleboel
bomen en struiken. De details van het IVN,
daar zijn ze goed in.”

p. 22

p. 23

"There is an assignment in the nature

"Er is een oefening bij in de natuurgidsen-

guide course and you do that for half a year,

cursus en die doe je een half jaar, en dan

and you will look at a square meter. Mine

kijk je naar een vierkante meter. Hier in

was right here in that middle area [of the

het middengebied bij ons had ik dat. Wat

garden]. What happens there in the course

gebeurt er dan in de loop van een seizoen.

of a season? That is a real eye-opener, what

Dat is echt een eye-opener. Een vierkante

happens in one square meter. I have only

meter, wat daar allemaal niet gebeurt. Dan

looked at it from time to time, not even un-

heb ik nog maar af en toe erin gekeken, wat

derneath the soil because a lot more hap-

gebeurt er. Niet eens onder de bodem, daar

pens there. That form of observation has

is nog veel meer. Die vorm van waarnemen

deepened enormously." (interviewee 14)

is enorm verdiept."

"I am a bad nature guide, in the old-

"Ik ben een slechte natuurgids in die zin,

fashioned sense that you are a walking en-

althans in de ouderwetse zin. De ouder-

cyclopaedia.[...] I realised: I do not have to

wetse zin is dat je een wandelende ency-

know it all. [...] I can convey enthusiasm.

clopedie bent. [...] realiseerde ik: ik hoef

I can convey to people what it means to

het allemaal niet te weten. Ik kan het en-

get feelings for what grows and blossoms."

thousiasme overbrengen. Ik kan mensen

(Interviewee 14)

overbrengen wat het betekent om gevoel te
krijgen voor dingen die groeien en bloeien."

p. 23

"... a really large group of people there [at

"... een hele grote groep mensen [bij zit] die

INV] who in the first place, whichever way

op de eerste plaats, welke kant ze ook op

they want to go [after the course], have an

willen, interesse hebben voor de natuur."

interest in nature" (interviewee 5).
Continued on Next Page. . .
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p. 24

p. 24

"... it is something of which I have discov- “... het is wel iets waarvan ik nu ook zeker
ered again that it totally belongs to me and

weer ontdekt heb dat dat helemaal bij mij

something that is very important to me.

hoort en iets wat heel belangrijk voor mij is.

And if you were to ask me: what do you do?

En als je mij nou zou vragen: wat ben jij?

I would say "nature guide", I would not say

Dan zou ik zeggen: natuurgids, dan zou ik

"psychologist". That might be a little weird

niet zeggen: psycholoog. Dat is misschien

because I have worked as a psychologist

een beetje raar want ik heb meer dan 40

for over forty years, but well... this feels as

jaar als psycholoog gewerkt, maar ja.. dit

if it is closer to me." (interviewee 1)

voelt eigenlijk dat het dichterbij mij staat.”

"[...] the nature subjects that are examined

[...] de natuuronderwerpen die komen toch

are discussed in a very limited way, be-

maar heel beperkt aan bod. Want ja er

cause there is so much that needs to be

moet zoveel aan bod komen. Je krijgt een

discussed. You get a little bit about plants,

beetje over planten, over zoogdieren, in-

mammals, insects, trees. Therefore it is

secten, bomen. Dus het is heel belangrijk

very important that you learn more [be-

dat je naast de opleiding ook nog extra bi-

sides the course] about the content of these

jleert over inhoudelijke onderwerpen.

subjects." (interviewee 1)
p. 27

"We stimulated each other a lot to ask ques-

We stimuleerden elkaar wel heel erg om

tions about the course or a subject that you

als je een vraag had over de opleiding, of

weren’t good at or about your guiding skills,

een gebied waar je niet zo sterk in was of

so that you could build upon each other. [...]

hoe je dan gidste, dat je heel erg op elkaar

There was one person that felt inferior to

kon bouwen. [...] Er was een iemand die

the level of the group due to her capacities

zich door haar capaciteiten en door hoe ze

and her personality, and because most peo-

in elkaar zat, zich heel erg minderwaardig

ple had attended higher education and she

voelde aan het niveau in de groep, omdat

hadn’t. She was about to quit many times,

heel veel mensen gestudeerd hadden en zij

but we pulled her back in every time. [...]

niet. Dat vond ze heel erg. Ze heeft regel-

So we supported each other a lot, and that

matig ook op afhaken gestaan. [...] Dus we

how we stuck together." (interviewee 5)

steunden elkaar heel erg, en daardoor zijn
we bij elkaar gebleven.
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Table D.2: Quotes Chapter 4
p. 29

"I am outside a lot, preferably as much as

“Ik ben zelf heel veel buiten. Het liefst

possible. [...] I have always had green work.

zoveel mogelijk. [...] Dus [heb] altijd [...]

And now I always walk my dog outside.

groen werk gehad. En ik loop nu altijd

And if she does not need to be walked, I am

met mijn hondje buiten. Als zij niet uit-

also outside. I go out into the dunes very

gelaten moet worden ben ik ook buiten. Ik

often, two times a week I go for a run in the

ga heel vaak de duinen in, twee keer per

dunes. I walk, I bike. So I am focused on the

week hardlopen in de duinen. Ik wandel, ik

outdoors a lot. I would feel very unhappy if

fiets. Dus ik ben heel erg op buiten gericht.

I could not go outside." (interviewee 11)

Ik zou me bijzonder ongelukkig voelen als
ik niet naar buiten kon.”

p. 30

p. 30

"It makes me very happy, I could not go

“Ik word er heel blij van, ik kan ook niet een

a day without nature. Yesterday I was in

dag zonder natuur. Gisteren in die stad, ik

a city, and then I feel like such a farmer’s

voel me dan echt een boerentrut. Oh waar

wench. Where are the trees? I feel so very

zijn die bomen. Ik voel me zo niet op mijn

uncomfortable in the city." (interviewee 10)

gemak in de stad.”

"One the one hand it is about enjoying, “Aan de ene kant is het genieten, als je in
when you are in the forest and you hear

het bos bent en je hoort van alles en je ziet

all sorts of things and you see all sorts of

van alles, maar als je ziet hoe de natuur. . .

things. But when you see how nature [is

net als in de waterleidingduinen: wij had-

deteriorating]: in the Waterleidingduinen

den een insectenexcursie van de cursus,

we had an insect excursion as part of the

maar geen insect gezien, want alle bloe-

course, but we did not see any insects, be-

men worden onmiddellijk opgevroten door

cause all flowers are eaten by the deer.

die herten. Dan maak je je daar wel druk

That’s something that you get worked up

om. [...] Ja en de Oostvaardersplassen [...]

about. [...] Same as in the Oostvaarder-

Maar als je ziet hoe het veranderd is – wij

splassen [...] When you see how it has

hebben er nogal eens geschaatst – er staat

changed there - we used to skate there

geen struik meer overeind, alles ligt plat.

- there is no bush left, everything is flat-

[...] Maar dat raakt je wel.”

tened out. [...] That touches you." (interviewee 13)
Continued on Next Page. . .
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p. 31

"We are all nature. So when we build a

“Nou we zijn allemaal natuur. Dus dat

city [...] is also just nature, because we

wij een stad bouwen [...] is eigenlijk ook

build habitats. Animals build an anthill,

gewoon natuur, want we bouwen wonin-

we build cities. [...] Whether you call this

gen. Dieren bouwen mierenhopen en wij

culture or nature, that does not matter

bouwen steden. [...] Maar of je dat nou

much. But you are connected to your en-

cultuur of natuur noemt, dat maakt niet

vironment and you have an impact on that.

zoveel uit. Maar je bent verbonden met je

And if you treat it carelessly then you de-

omgeving en dat heeft daar impact op. En

stroy it, well maybe not destroy it but make

als je dat rucksichtslos mee omgaat dan

it one-sided. And I think diversity is a

maak je je omgeving kapot, om misschien

strength." (interviewee 4)

niet kapot maar je maakt hem eenzijdig.
Volgens mij is diversiteit een kracht.”

p. 31

"You are a part of nature and you are a link

“Dat je onderdeel van de natuur bent en

in the bigger whole. And because we are

dat je schakel in het grote geheel bent. En

animals that can think about it - I think we

omdat wij beesten zijn die daarover na kun-

are the only ones, but I am not sure. But at

nen denken – ik denk dat wij de enigen

least we are one of the most important ones

zijn, dat weet ik niet zeker. Maar in ieder

and those who can make it or break it. And

geval een van de belangrijkste. En die dat

[we] want to stand above everything, ex-

kunnen maken of breken. Als ze willen

cept for the mechanisms that [we] put into

overal boven kunnen staan, behalve boven

action and that will go beyond [us]. That is

het mechanisme wat ze allemaal in gang

a very big responsibility for humankind."

zetten wat weer boven hen zou gaan staan.

(interviewee 5)

Dat is een hele grote verantwoordelijkheid
voor de mens.”

p. 31

I think we have a responsibility. And if not

“Ik denk dat we een verantwoordelijkheid

for ourselves, then for other generations.

hebben. En is het niet voor onszelf, dan is

[...] I think nature will conquer eventually.

het wel voor andere generaties. [...] Ik denk

We are a small part of the whole, at some

dat de natuur uiteindelijk overwint. We

point we will die out and nature will take

zijn maar een onderdeeltje van dat geheel,

over." (interviewee 12)

op een gegeven moment sterven wij uit en
dan gaat de natuur het overnemen.”

p. 32

"Yes [I gained a deeper emotional rela- “Jawel. Omdat je meer weet. Veel meer op
tionship with nature] because you know

detail. Ik had altijd wel een diepe band

more. Much more details. I have always

met de natuur, maar je weet gewoon nu

had a deep bond with nature but now you

meer dingen en kijk je toch wel anders naar

know more and you just look differently at

dingen.”

things." (interviewee 8)
Continued on Next Page. . .
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p. 32

p. 32
p. 32

"Getting it [nature] is already of added

“Het snappen is al een extra waarde, dat

value. If I get, when I walk through a ru-

je snapt als je door een landbouwgebied

ral area and I see yellow lichen, [...] why

loopt en ik zie allemaal gele korstmossen,

they are yellow and why they are there...

[...] waarom die geel zijn en waarom die

And why certain birds are in certain places.

daar zijn. En waarom bepaalde vogels op

I get that and I find that phenomenal. I

bepaalde plekken zitten. Dat snap ik en

step out of the train here in migration time

ik vind het ook fenomenaal, dan loop ik

and I hear copperwings flying over, and I

hier de trein uit in de trektijd, en ik hoor

think that is awesome. That those animals

koperwieken overkomen. Dat vind ik echt

are in the city too. I find that beautiful,

kicken. Dat die beesten er ook gewoon zijn

that you know those things and see those

in de stad. Dat vind ik dan mooi, dat je die

things and understand them. That gives

dingen weet en ziet en plaatst. Dat geeft

something extra." (interviewee 4)

wel iets extra’s.”

"Knowing more means that you can stand

“Dus meer weten ergens van betekent ook

behind something" (interviewee 3)

dat je ergens achter kunt gaan staan.”

"Through learning to watch and to feel at

“Ook door te leren kijken en je ergens thuis

home somewhere [you get a deeper emo-

voelen. Dat komt ook omdat je de gebieden

tional relationship with nature]. That is

op een gegeven moment goed kent en dan

also because you just know certain areas

kom je daar en dan voel je je gewoon thuis.

well and you come there and you feel at

En dan voel je je [...] gewoon happy.”

home. And then [...] you just feel happy."
(interviewee 3)
p. 33

"I am at an age where I forget everything

“En ik ben nu op een leeftijd waarop ik alles

that I have learned [...]. So everything is

weer vergeet wat ik geleerd heb [...] Dus

new again every time, all the plants and

iedere keer is alles weer nieuw, alle plant-

flowers, and I can bring up the same enthu-

jes en bloemetjes, en ik kan weer hetzelfde

siasm. And then my husband says: didn’t

enthousiasme opbrengen. En dan zegt mijn

you have this three years ago too? Well, I

man: ja dat had je toch drie jaar geleden

am happy yet again. It is like I see every-

ook al? Nou ja, ik ben weer blij. Het is net

thing for the first time again and that is

alsof ik het weer voor het eerst zie, en dat

very beautiful about this period." (intervie-

is heel mooi van deze periode.”

wee 14)
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p. 36

"Before I followed the [nature guide] course

"Nou voordat ik die cursus ging volgen was

I had already been a member of IVN for a

ik al een aantal jaren lid van het IVN. En

few years. Within IVN I have followed a few

ik heb in het IVN eerst een aantal andere

other courses first: the green course, the

cursussen gevolgd: de groen cursus, de pad-

fungi course, the tree course. I liked that

denstoelencursus, de bomencursus en ik

very much. I also became acquainted with

vond dat heel erg leuk. En ik heb toen ook

the work of nature guides because I went

kennis gemaakt met het werk van natu-

along on excursions. I thought that would

urgidsen omdat ik met excursies meeging.

be fantastic to do that myself. So when the

En het leek me geweldig om dat zelf ook

opportunity arose to follow a course in that,

te mogen doen. Dus toen de gelegenheid

I subscribed immediately. (Interviewee 1)

zich aanbood om daar een opleiding voor te
volgen, heb ik mij meteen aangemeld."

p. 40

"[I have] the feeling that I should keep up

"[...] het gevoel dat ik een beetje op de

with what happens outside and follow cer-

hoogte moet blijven van wat zich allemaal

tain developments for example. Also be-

voordoet buiten. En bepaalde ontwikkelin-

cause I guide, that [I feel like] I have to

gen te kunnen volgen bijvoorbeeld. Ook

know that. I feel much more concerned

omdat ik gids, dan moet ik dat wel weten.

with that than in the past." (Interviewee 1)

Ja ik voel me daar ook wel veel meer betrokken bij dan vroeger."

p. 41

p. 41

p. 41

p. 41

"There are some things I do not do right

"Maar er zijn nog wel een paar dingen die

yet. I am not a vegetarian, and biological

ik ook nog niet zo goed doe. Ik ben geen

vegetables is something that I should buy

vegetariër, biologische groente zou ik veel

more often." (Interviewee 10)

meer moeten doen."

"This year [I am flying] three times. [...] I

"Ja, dit jaar [vlieg ik] wel drie keer. [...] Ik

find that difficult, I have to be honest. But

vind het wel lastig, moet ik eerlijk zeggen.

that is the problem, you will never prohibit

Maar dat is ook het probleem. Je verbiedt

flying again, you just have to make it way

het vliegen nooit meer, je moet het alleen

more expensive [...]." (interviewee 13)

ontzettend veel duurder maken[...]."

"I am going to try, when I went there [Costa

"...maar ik ga dan wel proberen om als ik

Rica], to tell other people something about

daar [Costa Rica] geweest ben om andere

the country so that they do not all have to

mensen iets van dat land te vertellen, dat

go there. (Interviewee 12)

ze daar ook niet allemaal heen hoeven."

"I want to go to Suriname very badly. I’ve

"En ik wil dolgraag een keer in Suriname

heard a lot about that country. And then

kijken. Daar hoor ik al heel veel van. En

you’ll have to [fly]. [...] So maybe I will com-

dan zul je toch moeten. [...] Dus dat com-

pensate that a little with my solar panels

penseer ik dan een beetje met mijn zon-

and bio food." (Interviewee 13)

nepanelen misschien en bio te eten."

Continued on Next Page. . .
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p. 41

"We want to go to Sardinia now, that is

"We hebben nu plannen om nu naar Sar-

very easy to fly to. But I don’t want that.

dinië te gaan, dat is heel makkelijk om

[...] and that is also the reason why we

dan te vliegen. Maar nee, dat wil ik dan

got rid of one car. I cannot account for this

niet. [...] en dat is de reden dat we een

with my conscience. It is not right for me,

auto hebben weggedaan. Ik kan dit niet

that we are all for being careful with the

met mijn geweten verantwoorden. Eigen-

environment and live sustainably but that

lijk klopt dat niet.. voor mezelf, het is raar

we have a second car and fly all over the

om ervoor te zijn dat we zuinig met het

world."

milieu zijn en duurzaam leven maar dan
wel een extra auto hebben en gewoon de
wereld over vliegen."

p. 42

"The system they maintain is: you guide

"Het systeem dat ze hanteren is: je gidst,

10 minutes, people participate and they

10 minuten, mensen doen mee als deelne-

give input. They always look at: what did

mer en dan geven ze input. Er wordt al-

you think went well, what could be bet-

tijd gekeken naar wat vond je zelf goed

ter? And then they answer what they think

gaan, wat vond je beter? En dan gaan ze

was good and what could be better. Not

dat zelf beantwoorden van wat zij goed von-

what went wrong, but what could be bet-

den gaan, en wat er nog beter zou kunnen.

ter. They look at your personality, what are

Niet wat ging er fout, maar wat zou je beter

your qualities and which qualities could

kunnen doen. Ze kijken naar je als per-

you enhance. [...] With this system, the na-

soonlijkheid, wat zijn jouw kwaliteiten en

ture guide course has made me and my

welke kwaliteiten kun je versterken. [...]

personality grow." (Interviewee 2)

En dit systeem heeft die gidsencursus mijzelf en mijn persoonlijkheid nog meer doen
groeien."

p. 42

p. 43

"Because you have some nice people, you

"En vooral omdat je toch wat leuke mensen

have respect for them and you will partici-

hebt, daar heb je dan ook weer respect voor

pate again more quickly." (Interviewee 15)

en dan ga je toch sneller weer meedoen."

"I was very interested in fungi, but that

"Ik was zelf heel erg geïnteresseerd in pad-

was new to me. I was then asked by a very

denstoelen, maar voor mij was dat eigenlijk

experienced IVN member to set up a fungi

nieuw. Ik ben toen gevraagd door een heel

course together with some other people.

ervaren IVN’er om nog samen met een paar

That is so much fun to do." (Interviewee

andere mensen de paddenstoelencursus op

1)

te zetten. Dat is zo leuk om dat samen te
doen."

Continued on Next Page. . .
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p. 43

p. 43

"Every year we [our mentor group] have a

"Ieder jaar gaan we samen op een mooie

picnic on a nice summer evening at that

zomeravond picknicken in dat Zwanen-

Zwanenbroekje. Then you sit at a place

broekje. En dan zit je op een plaats waar

where you see nothing, completely inside

je helemaal niets ziet, helemaal binnen de

the plants. Then we go watch beavers in

planten. Dan gaan we ’s avonds bevers ki-

the evening." (interviewee 5)

jken."

"For example when an email goes out to

"Bijvoorbeeld dat er een mailtje uitgaat

students saying you have to be there for

naar de cursisten van jullie moeten voor de

the excursion. You can put that in your

excursie daar en daar zijn. Op je gps kun je

GPS. And that someone else from the group

dat instellen. En dat iemand anders uit de

has to say: we should encourage people to

groep dan moet zeggen: we moeten mensen

travel with public transport!" (Interviewee

wel aanmoedigen om met openbaar vervoer

1)

te komen!"
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